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PREFACE 

This grou~ of ",?a:pers on the c '...lmparison of the performance 
of six aircrro~t-~~o:9ulsion systems was prepared by members of the 
NACA Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory staff under the direc
tion of Mr . Benjamin Pinke::!. and was presented at the meeting of 
the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences on Aircraft Propulsion 
Systems held in Cleveland, Ohio , on March 28, 1947. 
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE No. 1349 

PERFORMANCE AND RANGES OF APPLICATION OF VARIOUS TYPE3 

OF AIRCRAFT-PROPULSION SYSTEM 

By Cleveland Laboratory Staff 

SUMMARY 

A discussion of the performance characteristics of (1) the 
compound engine, (2) the turbine-propeller engine, (3) the 
turbojet engine, (4) the turbo-ram-jet engine, (5) the ram-jet 
engine, and (6) the rocket engine is presented. An insight is 
~rovided into the proper position of each of these engine types 
in the speed-range spectrum of aircraft operation. Both subsonic 
and supersonic flight are considered. 

It is shown that the compound engine, which has the greatest 
weight per unit thrust and also the lowest specific fuel con
sumption, gives the longest range. As the speed is increased, the 
increased engine weight and nacelle drag result in a reduction in 
the disposable load that the airplane is capable of carrying and 
hence in a reduction in the range. Therefore, as speed is 
increased it is necessary to progress to engine types that provide 
greater thrust per unit weight and per unit frontal area, gener
ally at the cost of an increased specific fuel consumption and 
resultant decreased range. It is shown that the turbine-propeller 
engine provides better performance on the basis of current values 
of weight per unit thrust than the other engines considered at 
moderate speeds and altitudes but that a large reduction in weight 
per unit thrust is reQuired in this type of engine to make it 
suitable for high-speed operation in the subsonic range. At high
speed flight in the subsonic range it is desirable to shift to the 
turbojet engine. 

At supersonic speeds, the range of the airplane increases 
with increased flight speed and alt~tude for each of the propulsion 
systems considered. The ram jet gives the longest range of the 
power plants considered and is approached by the turbo-ram-jet 
engine only when it approaches the ram jet in operation, that is 1 

when the pressure ratio across the compressor reaches unity in 
value. The turbo -ram-jet engine, however, has an advantage over 
the ram-jet engine in that it can be designed to provide the com
bination of appreciable thrust for take-off and good high-speed 
per1'ormance. 
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2 NACA TN No . 1349 

The r ocket engine when applied to an airplane, because of its 
low weight per unit thrust and its comnactness, 8ives the highest 
dJsposable load, but because of its extremely hi.gh specific propel
lant consumption gives the shortest range . 

---' --- --
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INTRODUCTION 

This group of papers is presented to provide an insight into 
the most suitable aircraft operational ranges of six types of 
propulsion system now under development. A comparison is made of 
the performance characteristics of (1) the compound engine, (2) the 
turbine - propeller engine, (3) the turbojet engine, (4) the turbo
ram-jet engine, (5) the ram-jet engine, and (6) the rocket engine. 
The position of each of these engine types in .the aircraft speed
range spectrum is indicated. 

The position of each of these engine types in the speed-range 
spectrum of aircraft operation is dependent on the assumptions 
made with regard to the power plant and the airplane. No single 
set of assumptions satisfy all types of aircraft application and 
operational procedure. Improvements in the design of the engine 
and the associated airplane influence the results. Furthermore, 
at flight conditions where only a small difference in performance 
exists between two engine types) the choice of power plant is 
determined by such factors as simplicity of design and installa
tion, ease of maintenance) cost of the engine, reliability, and 
availability'of the desired size. Therefore, it is not the pur
pose of these papers to define precisely the zones of flight 
operation for each engine type but to provide an approximate 
indication as a basis for illustrating the relation between the 
engine characteristics and the position of the engine in the 
flight -operational spectrum. 

With this limited objective, no attempt was made to design 
the best airplane for each engine type nor to layout the best 
flight plan, but rather to set up the simple assumptions listed 
in the appendix with the belief that they are not overly prejudi
cial to anyone of the engine types. Subsonic and supersonic 
flight -speed ranges and accompanying differences in design and 
performance characteristics are considered. 

Each combination of flight speed and altitude in the analysis 
is considered a deSign point in that the engine is assumed to be 
designed specifically for cruise operation at that point. A com
plete analysis of any engine for a specific application requires 
a consideration of the performance of a fixed engine over a range 
of conditions some of which may be far from the design point. The 
various engine types differ in the sensitivity of their performance 
to shift in conditions from the design point. In particular some 
engines provide greater thrust for take-off and climb than do 
others for equal thrust in the cruise condition, and some are more 
adaptable for application of thrust augmentation methods for these 
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short-duration operations . A complete study that considers these 
factors would involve many arbitrary assumptions. ~he present 
analysis was limited therefore to a consideration of a series of 
design points at the cruise conditions with the belief that the 
results would be indicative ~rovideQ that the limitations of the 
analysis are c learly born in mind. 

The weight of the engine per unit thrust is an important 
factor in the determination of the load-carrying capacity of an 
airplane e~uipped with the engine. The higher the weight of the 
power plant for a given thrust, the lower, of cOlU'se, is the dis
posable load that m~y be carried by the airplane . In the case of 
the compoIDld, the turbOjet, and the turbine-propeller engines, the 
wei~lt estimat8s were guided by a consideration of the weights of 
engines that have been built and tested. The components of the 
compound engine, namol~ the reCiprocating engine, the exhaust-gas 
turbine) and the supercharger, have been the sub,iect of intensive 
development over a long period of time and no large changes in 
weight in conventional designs of these components are antiCipated . 
The development of the two turbine engines is recent and a signifi
cant reduction in weight per unit thrust may be achieved by refine
ment in deSign, improvement in materials, and increase in permissible 
gas temperatures through the use of turbine cooling. On the other 
hand, efforts to provide greater life and ade~uate automatic control 
tend to increase engine weight. The comparison of these power plants 
on the basis of weight is therefore transitory. The improvement in 
performa...J.ce of an airplane e~uipped with turbine-propeller engines 
that results from a reduction in engine weight is (liscus'sed. The 
results of the analYSis are plotted in a form permitting rapid 
evaluation of the improvement in airplane performance that can be 
obtained with a reduction in engine weight. 

The performance values of the turbine engines presented are 
based on component efficiencies that have been achieved in labora
tory investigations on research compressor~ and turbines designed 
for high efficiencies . These efficiencies have not yet been obtained 
on components of current turbine engines. Although the specific 
fuel consumptions used in this analysis for the turbine engines are 
considerably better than obtained in current practice, they are not 
outside reasonable expectation. 

The comparison of the actual performance of airplanes equipped 
with various types of engtne must take into account such factors as 
flight plan, part throttle efficiency, reserve fuel for emergency, 
division of disposable load between pay load and fuel, and other 
practical considerations . These considerations change with type of 
application and with time. It was therefore considered undesirable 
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to sacrifice gencralit;r b~T arbitrary nss1l.mptions in this connection. 
Instead the -performance of the various engillE"S are presented in a 
form to illustrate their essential characteristics and to permit 
appHcation of any Q9sired assumI!tions as to flight operation. 

At any given flight speed and altitude, the merit of a. given 
pro"9ulsion system is ,judged on; (a) the percentage of initial 
sross weight still avaiJ-a'ble for disposable load (fuel load plus 
pay load) after the weight of the propulS ion system required to 
obtain the desired perfo~mance is deducted; and (b) the rate per 
mile that d.isIlosa"Jle load is consumed (as fuel) per ton of initial 
a i r plane gross "-'eight to fly at the desired speed ani a.ltitude. 
The ratio of (a) to (b ) is the approximate maxi.mu:'rl nmge for the 
given application. 

The results of the computations are sumw~rized by curves for 
all of the engine types at vayious speods and altitudes plotted 
with the disposable load per pound of grose weight as the ordinate, 
the fuel rate in pounds per mile per ton of gross weight as the 
absCissa, and the approximate range as a third scale. A factor 
that corrects t he ap:!Jroximate range for the effec t of the change 
in the gross w'eight of the airplane du~inG the fl ight is also 
shmm, In such a plot) it is expected. that for anyone eLgine 
type as the flight s peed is tnc~eased the d.isposable load per 
pound of airplane 'vr81ght is decreased becai.lSe of the increased 
engine weight required to supply the inc~eased thrust, and that 
a speed is reached at which it becomes desira'vle to shift to an 
engine type having a low'er weight per unit thru3t in orC! er to 
restore the disposable load even if it results in an increase in 
fuel rate per ton-mi le . Thns the trend toward increased speeds 
is expected to be accompanied by a shift tOvTard engine types 
having lower weight per net thrust usually at the cost of an 
increased fuel consumpt ~on . 

The performance characteristics of the various propulsion 
systems and their position in the operational spectrum are dis
cussed in the individual sections of this report and. are sum
marized in a final section . 
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I - THE COMPOUND ENGINE 

Description 

The compound engine generally conaidered for aircraft propul
sion consists of a conventional reciprocating ~ngine) a steady
flow exhaust-gas turbine, and an auxiliary supercharger. A power 
plant of this type is diagrammatically illustrate& in figure 1-1. 
The engine exhaust gas is ducted to the turbine) which is provided 
with a nozzle for jet propulsion. The turbine drives the auxiliary 
supercharger and the excess turb i ne power is delivered to the engine 
shaft through gearing. An intercooler is provided for cooling the 
engine charge air after the auxiliary compressor, The shaft power 
of the system is converted to propulsive power by means of the 
propeller. 

Engine Pe~ormance 

The performance characteristics presented are for a compound 
engine comprising a four-row' air-cooled engine of 4360-cubic -inch 
displacement and are based on the results of dynamometer-stand 
investigations of a multicylinder air-cooled engine of 2800-cubic
inch displacement, Turbine and auxiliary-supercharger efficiencies 
of 80 percent and an intercooler effectiveness of 50 percent were 
assumed. The efficiency of the gears between the turbine and the 
engine was taken as 95 percent . 

One of the principal variables 
the compound engine is the ratio of 
pressure to inlet-manifold pressure 

affecting the performance of 
engine-exhaust (turbine-inlet) 
Pe/Pm' An increase in this 

ratio increases turbine power but decreases engine power. An 
optimum exhaust pressure exists for which the net performance of 
the system is a maxim1Ull . This effect is illustrated in figure 1-2 
where brake horsepower and brake specific fuel consumption (fuel 
only) are plotted against Pe/Pm for three altitudes and two 
power leve ls (approximately cruise and rated powers for the engine). 
The CU1'ves are for a flight speed of 400 miles per hour; however, 
their shape will not change greatly for other flight speeds. 

The curves show that the minimum specific fuel consumption is 
obtained at a higher value of Pe/Pm than that corresponding to 

maximum power. A value of 
promise for all operat ing 
based on this value. 

---------- ------

Pe/Pm of 1. 0 represents a good com-
conditions and subse~uent figures are 
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The brake power increases initially with increasing altitude 

and reaches a maximum at an a1 ti tude betw·een 30,000 and 50 J 000 feet . 

The eventnal decrease in power at high altitudes is a result prin

cipally of the increasing charge temperat ures in the intake mani

fold and consequent decreasing indicated power. 

The s l,ecific fuel consumption decreases with increasing altitude 

principally as a result of increas ed turbine power. For altitudes 

between 30, 000 and 50,000 feet, the improvement in efficiency is 

small and as altftuc1.e is further increas ed the specific fuel con

sumption will eventually pass throug..h a minimum value . This effect 

is due mainly to the increa8ed supercharger and engine friction 

power per pound of charge air as influenced b~' the constant ambient 

temperature above the tropopaus e . 

Brake specific fuel consumptions of 0.43 and 0 0 35 pound per 

horsepower-·hour for sea level and 30,000 feet, respectively> are 

indicated at Pe/Pm = 1 . 0 for the cruise condition (fig. 1-2(a)). 

The fuel consumptions for the rated-power condition are necessarily· 

higher because of the richer fuel -air mixture required. 

The specific fuel consumption on a net-thrust-horsepcwer basis 

is plotted against flight speed in figure 1-3 for the Barne altitudes 

and power levels as in figure 1-2. The specific fuel consumption in 

this case includes both fuel and oil and the net thrust power on 

which it is based includes the propeller losses, cooling drag power, 

and exhaust - jet thrust pow·er. The specific oil consumption, based 

on the brake pOvTer of the reciprocating engine only, was taken as 

0 . 010 and 0 . 015 pound per horsepower-hour for the cruise- and 

rated-power conditions, respectively . The Frop8l1er efficiency 

for this and subsequent figures v,as asswn.e:i equ5,l to 85 percent 

for Mach numbers up to about 0.6 and decreas ed a t :big[lOr Mach num

bers in accor dance with test dat a . (See the appendix.) The lowest 

flight speeds plotted are those at which available ram pressure 

(0.9 of dynamic pressure) is just sufficient to maintain an average 

engine cylinder-hea:d temperature of 4S00 F . 

The fuel consumption for the cruise condition decreases, as in 

figure 1 -2, with increas ing altitude for the range covered (fig. I -3 (a)), 

and will, as previously stated, eventually r each a minimum value as 

the altitude is further increased . At rated pOvTer; the cooling drag 

power is very large at 50,000 feet and the altitude for minimum 

thrust horsepower specific fuel consumption is loss than SO,OOO feet 

(fig. '1-3 (b)) . Values of specific fuel consumption of about O. Sl 

and Oc40 pound per net thrust horsepower-hour are indicated at sea 

level and 30,000 feet, respectively; for the cruise condition. The 

corresponding values for r ated power are about 10 and lS percent 

higher, res pectively . 
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In order to facilitate compariso~ with the jet-propulsion 
power plants, which will be discussed in the suosequent parts of 
this report, the specific -fuel-cons1lnrption data of figure 1-3 are 
sho'~ in figure 1-4 on the basis of net thrust. Net thrust specific 
fuel consumpttol is plotted against flight speed for the same 
altitudes and power levels as in figure I-3. The almost linear 
incroase of thrust fuel consumption with Bpeec. is a direct :!:'eflec
tion of the approximately COLl8tant thrust :horsepower fuel con
sUlllptio:LlS sho"ln in figure I -3" The variation \Vi th altitude is 
the same as ~efore. At cruise pOlfer J a value of about 0,14 pound 
per hour per pound of thrust is obtained at 100 miles per hour for 
sea-level operation increasing tc 0,57 pound per hour per pound 
of thrust at 500 miles per hour and 30)000 feet (fig. I-4(a)). 

The net thrust in pounds per s~uare foot of nacelle frontal 
area i s plotted against flight speed in figure I-5 for the same 
conditions as figures I -3 and. 1-4. The frontal area used in calcu
lating these curves is that of tile four-row air-cooled engine 
assumed for the reciprocating- engine component of the compound 
engine plus allmrance for nacelle clearence (engine diameter plus 
3 in .) . The thl"ust per unit frontal area cOllld theoretically De 
increased. oy ad.ding more rows of cylinders to an engine of the 
saw.e diameter; ho\~·ever, four rO\.,s represent the maximum munoer 
currently used in large engi nes. The curves in figure I-5 are 
apPl'oxiillately right hyperbolas ~ tterefore) doubling the flight 
speed halves the thrust, lJ.'his variation is expected...illasmuch 
as thrust horsepow·er is substantially cunetant over the speed 
range . The thrust varies with altitude in about the same manner 
as the brake power, which was previot'.sly discussed. For cruise 
puv18r at 100 miles per hour and sea level, a thrust of about 
360 pounds per square foot of frontal area is obtained decreasing 
to 87 pounds per square foot at 500 miles per hour and 30,000 feet 
(fig. I-5(a)) . The corresponding values for rated pmmr are about 
68 and 58 percent higher, respectively (fig. I-5(0)). 

The difference between net thrust and nacelle drag in pounds 
per square foot of nacelle frontal area is presented in figure 1-6. 
The dl'ag coefficient used for calculating nacelle drag was based 
on the result of wind- tunnel investigations and had a value of 
0.056 up to a Mach number of 0.5, increasing to 0.065 at a Ivfach 
number of 0 0 7. (See the appendix.) Comparison of figures I-5 
and I - 6 shows that nacelle drag is practically negligible except' 
at the higher portion of the speed range covered. 

The thrus? delivered by the compound engine per pound of 
engine weight is shown in figure 1-7 . The weight values used in 
this figure include : the constant weight of the reCiprocating 

l 
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engine and the auxiliaries; the weight of the auxiliary compressor, 
turbine, and intercooler, which varied with altitude; and the weight 
of the propeller, which varied with power, flight speed, and alti
tude . The curves in figure 1-7 are similar to those in figure 1-5 
except for changes introduced by the variations in power-plant 
weight. For cruise power, a thrust of about 1.2 pounds per pound 
of engine "reight is indicated at 100 miles per hour and sea level 
decreasing to about 0.27 pound per pound at 500 miles per hour and 
30,000 feet (fig. 1- 7(a)) . The corresponding values at rated power 
are about 50 percent higher (fig. 1··7(b)), 

Load-Range Characteristics 

Accurate interpretation of power-plant performance in terms 
of airplane load-range characteristics is complicated and involves 
detailed considerations of airplane design, flight plan, and other 
factors. An approximate evaluation that can be used to illustrate 
the comparative performance of the different engines in the sub
sonic range of flight speed, however, can be made rather simply. 
The gross weight of the airplane per unit frontal area of the engine 
nacelle is given by 

F - Un L 
A D 

where 

1-113 gross weight of airplane) pounds 

A nacelle frontal area, square feet 

F net thr ust of engine, pounds 

Dn nacelle drag, pounds 

LID lift-drag ratio of airplane without nacelles 

The difference between net thrust and nacelle drag F - Dn 
represents the thrust available for overcoming the drag of the 
rest of the airplane. Two cases are considered: 

(1 ) Constant LID : The value of LID is taken as 18 at 
all flight conditions . 

(2) Limiting wing load : The value of LID is taken as 18 
only at flight conditions where the r esulting wing loading is 

(1) 
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80 pounds per square foot or 1essj at other flight conditions the 
value of LID is red."L;.ced to give a wing loading of 80 pounds per 
square foot. 

Using the p!eviously shown thrust minus nacelle-drag character
istics of the pow-er plant (fig. 1-6), the groes w-eig,."'1t per unit 
frontal area was calculated fo:c ranges of flight speed and alti
t ude at a given power leve J. of the engine, 

The uisposable load of the airplane per unit nacelle frontal 
area is taken as 

10 

(2 ) 

where 

Wd total disposable load, pounds 

Ws structure weight, pounds 

We pow-er-plant weight (including propeller)) pounds 

The structure weight Ws inclnding control equipment was 
assumed to be 40 yercent of the gross weightJ which is an average 
value for large conventional aircraft. From equation (2), it is 
seen that the disposable load can be obtained from the gross weight 
(equation (1)) and the power-plant weight. 

The disposable load per pound of gross weight Wd/Wg is 
obtained by dividing equation (2) by equabion (1). 

The initial fuel rate in pounds per mile per square foot of 
nacelle frontal area is given by 

where 
, 

wf initial fuel rate) pounds per mile 

wf fuel flow} pounds per hour 

Vo flight speed} miles per hour 

(3) 
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Values of wf/F and F/A can be obtained from figures 1-4 

and 1-5, respectively, for various flight speeds and altitudes thus 
permitting calculation of wf'/A. The initial fuel rate in pounds 

per mile ~er pound of gross weight Wf'/Wg can be obtained by 
dividing equation (3) by equation (1). 

If the entire disposable load is considered to be fuel plus 
tank weight, a range factor KR (K X range) is obtained by the 
relation 

KR 
Wd Wg 1 

= -- ~. --- miles 
Wg wf 1.1 

(4) 

The factor 1/1 . 1 accounts for fuel-tank weight, which was 
assumed to be 10 percent of the fuel weight. For the compound 
engine, as previously mentioned) the fuel weight also includes the 
lubricating-oil weight . 

The correction factor K a11m-1s for deviations in flight plan 
and for the progressive reduction in gross 'weight and, hence, reduc
tion in required fuel rate during the flight, The value of K is 
the ratio of the average to tlle initial fuel rate :per mile per ton 
of initial gross ,,,eight. It may be compu'ced for any iesired flight 
plan. (See the appendix.) Illustrative values of K a.re given 
based on the Breguet range e'lUatJoJ.1; which is derived on the assump
tion that L/D and specifjc fuel consnmptlon (on a hors epo'YTer 
basis) remain constant dudng f light . Constant L/D re'luires a 
change in speed or altitude durtng the cours e of the flight , hence 
the operating spe~ds and altit.udes to be presented correspond to 
initial values of these variables. 

The load-range character i stj_cs of the compound engine at 
cruise power for the case of cons tant L/D are shown in f igure I-8{a) 
where the disposable load per pound of gross weight 1,-Ja./W g is 
plotted aga1nst the initial fuel r ate per ton of gross we':'ght 
2000 ,oTf' /Wg for a range of f~ight speeds at altitudes of 0) 15,000, 

30,000, and 50,000 feet . A similar plot for the rated-porTer condi
tion is given in fi gure I-8{b). Flight speeds below 200 mi l es per 
hour were not considered in f1 gure 1-8; speeds above 500 miles per · 
hour were omitted because of the rapid increase in nacelle-drag 
power and decrease in propeller efficiency and engine thrust attend
ing operation at the higher speeds. 

At constant altitude, an increase in speed results in an 
increase in fuel rate and a decrease in disposable load. At 
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constant syeed, an increase in altitude results in a decrease in 
fuel rate and an increase in load up to an altitude of about 

12 

30,000 feet 'with subse'Iuent decrease in load as altitno.e is further 
increased. This effect is more ma:.cked at higher flight speeds. 
For most of the flight cond.i tiona, crnise-power operation results 
in slightly lower disposable loads and fuel rates than rated.-power 
operation. At low altitud.e-high speed conditions, however, cruise 
power :::'esults in markedly Jmv"er di~posable load and higher fuel 
rate than rated po'wer. The max::Lmum valueFl of disposable load for 
the operating conditions covered are about 0.51 and 0.54 pound per 
pound of gross weight for cruise- and ra.ted-power operation, 
respectively" and are obta:Lnod at 200 miles per hour over a range 
of altitudes from sea level. to 30,000 feet. Minimum. initial fuel 
rates of about 0,12 (cruise power) and 0.14 (rated po ... ,er) pound 
per ton-mile are indicated over a range of speeds at the h~gher 
altitudes . 

For the case of n,) pay load, that is J the entire disposable 
load is fuel plus tank, the range factor KR at any speed and 
altitude is obtained frc'm the slope 01' a line dra,m through tbe 
origin and the point in 'Iuestlon, The slope of such a line is 
e'Iual. to the ratio of the d1.sposable load to the initial fuel rate 
(e'Iuation (4)). A scale is included in figure I-S for convenience 
in estimating KR; a curve of the variation of the correction 
factor K with disposable load ls given to permit calculation of 
the actual range. 

Maximtun range is obtained at the operating point giving the 
line of maximtun slope, which is seen to be at 200 miles per hour 
and 30,000 feet for both cruise- and rated-pm-ler operation 
(fig. I-S) . The value of KR for the cruise-pover condition is 
about 7400 miles (fig . I-S(b)); the value of K for the corre
sponding disposable load. is 0.74 from "hich the actual maximum 

range is ~~~~ or 10,000 miles. The maximum range is slightly less 

for the rated-power condition; however, at the higher flight 
speeds greater range is obtained for the rated-power than for the 
cruise-power condition. 

The allm.able pay load for a spec ific range may also be 
estimated from figure I-S. A line is drawn from the origin to the 
deSired range, for example KR e'Iuals 2000 miles (fig. I-S(a)) . 
Then the vertical distance from a given speed-altitude operating 
point to the line is the pay load per pound of gross weight and 
the rest of the vertical distance down to the abscissa is the fuel 
load (plus tank) per pound of gross weight. The value of K is 
obtained corresponding to this value of fuel load (plus tank) per 
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gross weight from the plot on the left ··hand side of the figure. 
(See the appendix.) The fuel load obtained 1n thls mannor is only 
the amount reqnired to cover the desired distance; reserve fue:!. 
for emergencies would therefore be charged against the pay load . 

Additional weight breakdown of the airplane can also be obtained 
from figure I-S. Inasmuch as the figure is based on the a.ssumption 
of structur al weight equal to 40 pel~cent of the gross .,e i ght, the 
vertical distance from an ordinate value of 1 down to 0.6 is the 
structural weight per unit gross weight and the vel'tical distance 
from 0.6 to any speed-altHude operating point represents the power
plant (including propeller) weight per unit gross weight . The 
improvement that is obtainabl.e by a reductiun in structural .,eight 
or power-plant weight can be readily indicated on the figure . For 
example, if the structural weight per unit gross weight were 
reduced from 0 . 4 to 0,3 all the curves would be raised O. lj for a 
reduction in power-plant weight) each curve point would be raised 
a percentage amount of the vertical d:istance between the point and 
the structural .,eight line (the 0.6 ordinate in fig . I-S ) eClual to 
the perce~tage reduction in power-plant (j.ncluding propeller) 
vTeight . 

It is evident that where the operating point is close to the 
structur al wei@lt line (0.6 in fig. I-S)} for example , at a low 
flight speed, ther e is little improvement to be gained by r educ
t ion in engine weight j however, whe::ce the operat ing point is 
appreciably belpw the 0 . 6 ordinate, for example , at high flight 
speeds, large improvement ( large upward displacement of the oper
ating point ) can be achieved by the same percentage reduction in 
engine w·eight . 

The effect of a change in LID can be indjcated in figure I .. S 
for any given speed-altitude operating point by moving the point 
along a line passing through the operating point and point X 
(located at the coordinates abscissa = 0, ordinate = structural 
weight line (0 . 6 in fig . I-S)) on the basis that the distance of 
the operating point from point X is inversely proportional to the 
value of LID. The validity of this pr ocedure can be ascertained 
from examination of eCluations (1), (2), and (3). The effect of a 
change in the ratio l' of nacelle drag to engine thrust can be 
indicated in a similar manner on the basis that the distance from 
the operating point to the point X is inversely proportional to 
1 - r . For example, at 500 miles per hour and 30 , 000 feet alti
tude the values of cruise power thrust and. nacelle drag are 
approximately 90 and 20 pounds per sCluare foot, respectively 
(figs. I-5(a) and I-6(a)), hence 1 - l' 0.7S . If the 

I 
I 

J 
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nacelle drag were r oduc ed to zero (completely submerged installa
tion), 1 - r = 1 and the effect of this change is obtained in 
figure I-8(a) by moving the operating :point to point A where the 
distance XA is 78 percer~t Of the distance from X to the original 
operating point. 

The char acto:r' i st ics 8ho'#n in figure 1··8 ap1?ly only for the 
asswnptions made in this analys i s. The assumptions are repre
sentative of normal practice rather than of special applications . 
More than the 1.0; OOO··mile l.'ange ind::.cated could be obti:l.ined, for 
example, by overloading the airplane, \"h1ch would be e'luivalent 
to changing the assumption of structUTal we i ght e 'lual to 40 per
c ent of t he gross weight. Lower flight speeds would also improve 
the range? 

The L!D value of 18 (fig. 1-8) would predicate extremely 
h igh 'Wing loadings and attendant high take -off and lan.ding speeds 
for airplanes designed to fly in the high speed-low altitucle 
range. This condition is corrocted in the limi ted wing-load.ing 
calcu] ation wherein LID 1-1aS so adjusted. as not to exceed a wine; 
loading of 80 pounds per square foot over the range of operation 
c over od . The f ollowing table lists the flight speeds and alti
tudes at which a \"jng l oading of 80 pounds per s'luare foot is 
compatible with an LID value of 18: 

Altitude, ft o 15,000 30,000 50,000 

Flight s poed, mph 214 270 350 550 

14 

At higher speeds} LID was reduc ed to values consistent with a 
wing load of 80 pounds per s'luare foot; at lmver speeds, L!D was 
maintained constant at 18 with attendant reduction in 'W'ing loading. 
The load-range characte:cis t ics for the assumption of limited wing 
l oad. i ng are shuwn in fignr'e 1-9 . Comparison of figul'es 1-8 and 1-9 
shows t~at the high-altitude points and the low altitude-low speed 
points are not appreciably affected by the wing-loading limitation; 
ther efore, the maximum range is still 10,000 miles . The sea-level 
high-speed characteristics are, however, seriously impaired, as is 
illustrated in figure 1 ··10 .The1'e the sea .. level curve from fig-
ure I-9(a) is superimposed on the curves of fiGure I-8( a ). At 
400 miles per hour, the init ial fuel r ate has been increased f rom 
0.21 pound ner ton-mile for a constant value of LID of 18 to 
0.39 pound per t on-mile for a constant wing loading of 80 pounds 
per S'luare foot and the corresponding disposable load has been 
reduc ed from 0.36 to 0 .15 pound per pound of gross weight. 

Included in figure 1-9 are s everal operating points for a 
turbosupercharged reCiprocating engine. Point B (figs. I-9(a) 
and 1-9(b)) is for a turbosupercharged engine operating at a 
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flight speed of 200 miles per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet. 
Points C and. D (fig . r-9(a)) are for 500 miles per hour and alti
tudes of 50,000 and 30,000 feet, respectively. The performance of 
the turbosupercharged engine is obtained by assuming that all of the 
engine exhaust gas passes through the turbine (that is) closed waste 
gate) and that the engine exhaust pressure (tu.rbine-inJ.et pressure ) 
ts that which provides ciust enough turbine power to drive the auxil
iary supercharger. The turbine and auxiUary supercharger effi
ciencies are the same as used for the com~ound engine (that is, 
80 percent ). 

At 200 miles per hour and 30,000 feot) the range of the turbo
superchnrged engine is about 75 percent of that for the compound 
engine . A comparison of 1:.he curves for 500 miles par hour shows 
that at a given altitude the compound engine gives considerably 
greater range than the turbo8uperchargod engine. 

Conc l usion 

The results of this study show that with the compound engine, 
greatest range is obtained at low-to-moderatc flight speeds and 
moderate -to-high altitudes. The load-carrying capacity is good 
at low speeds over a range of altitudes and economy is good over 
a range of speeds at relat:i.vely high altitudes. Comparison of 
the characteristics of the compound engine with those of the other 
power plants will be made in subsequent parts of this report. 
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Figure I-I. - Diagrammatic sketch of compound engine. 
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Figure I-5. - Variation of net thrust per unit nacelle frontal area with flight speed and 
altitude for compound engine. 
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Figure I-g. - Load-range characteristics of compound engine. Constant LID, 18. 
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Figure I-S. - Concluded. Load-range ~haracter1stics of compound eng1ne. Constant LID, 18. 
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Figure I-9. - Concluded. Load-range character1st1cs of compound eng1ne. Wing load1ng limited to go pounds 
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II - THE TURBINR ··PROPELI.E.n ENGINE 

Description 

The gas turbine may be 'Used to replace the reciprocating engine 
as a drive for a conventional propeller. A schematic diagram of 
such a plan is showJ1 in figure 11-1. A compressor inducts cold air 
from the atmosphe:ce and compresses it to n hiBh pressure ]'uel is 
mixed wi~h the compressed air and burned and the gas is expanded 
through the turb':' ne to a.pproximately atmospheric pressnre. The 
pLlwer created in expEl.Usioll of the hot gas is more than required to 
compress the col d air and this excess po-wer is utilized. by a 
turbine-driven propell er and by a j ot nozzle in back of the turbine. 

Engine Performance 

Presentation of the performance characteristics of this engine 
consists of: (1) an examination of t he effects of some important 
design and operatinB parameters on the fuel consumption and power , 
(2 ) analysis of the performance of sel ected engines in an airplane 
in terms of load.··carrying capacity and range , and (3) a comparison 
of the l oal-carrying caracities and ranges of aircraft powered by 
the gas t urbine and the compound engine. 

The effect on brake fuel co~sumption of increases in pressure 
r a tio and cycle temperatures (ratio of turbine-inlet temperature to 
atmosphere temperature) is sho\\n in figure II-2. In this figure the 
compressor and turbine effi cienci es are assumed to be 80 percent and 
the combustion efficiency 95 percent. 

Increases i n turbj.ne-inlet temperature decrease the fuel con
sumption provided the pr essure ratio is properly incre0sed. At 
the present limiting temperatur'e of 15000 F at the turbine inlet , 
the temperature ratios at sea level and at 50,000 feet are indicated 
by points A and B, respectively, in fj.gure 11-2. At point A, cor
responding to sea level, the optimum pressure ratio is shm-m to be 
betyTeen 8 and 16 or about 12 . At point B, corresponding to an al ti-
tude of 50,000 feet , the optimum pressure ratio for minimum specific 
fuel consumption is above 16. At constant pressure ratio and the 
condi tions prooented in figure 11-2, increases in turbine-j.nlet tem
perature resulted in increase in net work per pound of air. 

The effect of changes i n the efficiencies of the compressor and 
the turbine on fuel consumption is shown in fjgure II-3. For ea.ch 
temperature ratio and value of component efficiencies, the optimum 
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pressure ratio for mInImum speci ic fuel consumption ,.,ras chosen in 
the manner shown in figure 11-2. Tl~9 efl':iciencj.es of the components 
have a grea.t effect on fuel cOnSUID:9tj on. For exam.-.flle, at sea level 
wi th present limi ta tions on cyc2.e temper."\. ture (point A), an increase 
in component efficiencies from 80 to 90 per~ent reduces the specific 
fue l consumption from 0.65 to 0.38 pound per brake horsepower-hour . 
Thus it appears t!:.at considerable variati on in the fuel consumption 
of turbine-propeller engines may be obtatned by small changes in 
compressor and tl~ro5.ne efficiencies and in turbine-inlet tempera 
tures, and any specific choice of these -..ralues f or purposes of 
comparing turbine-propeller engines with other engir.es is subject 
to wide latitude. ],or the remainder of thi s study the following 
effiCiencies have been assHmed: compressor , 85 percent; turbine , 
90 percent; comoustton chamber, 95 perce:lt; intake diffuser, 
90 percent; and jet nozzle , 94 percent. A pressure ratio of 12 is 
assumed except where othel'"ise noted, and a turbine -inlet tempera
ture of 15000 F is used . The di vi s i on of pm'rer bety,reen the propeller 
and the jet was chosen to give maximum thrust power for each operating 
c omli ti on . 

In the analysis of the effects of flight speed and altitude upon 
specific fuel consmnption, the efficiency of the pl'opeller must be 
considered. Fuel consumptjon is on the basis of pounds of fuel per 
net thrus t horsepower -hour . Fi gure II -4 shoy,s that increasing speed 
decreases the fuel consumption s. ightly until severe losses in 
propeller efficiency at high s:peed cause an increase in fuel con
sluuption . Increased altitude r educes the f uel consumption because 
a higher temperature ratio is permitted, as shmm in figure 11-3 . 
Under the conditions assumed, the specific fuel consumption lies 
between 0 .44· and 0.54 pound per net thrust horsepower-hour at speeds 
below 500 miles per hOUl' (fig. II-l~) . 

The power characteristics , as well as fuel consumption, must 
be evaluated before comparative studies of the engines can be made . 
The power-weight ratio (including propeller), as expressed in terms 
of thrust-weight ratio of a ·turbine ··propeller engine, is shown i n 
figure 11-5 . For this figure the lowest weight-horsepower ratio at 
90 percent of maximum power attained in test from available litera
terre on turbine -propeller engines was used. This ratio at static 
sea-level conditions was corrected to account for variations in 
flight speed, altitude , and pressure ratio. The correction was made 
by computing t he change in work output per pound of air , change in 
air capacity of the engine, and change in the weights of the engjne 
parts. The air capacity was corrected by assuming that the Mach 
number of the air entering the compressor 'vas constant. The weights 
of the components were corrected for changes in compression ratio by 

-- - - - -- -- --_. ---- - - ----,- --_. -- - - . --
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a ssuming that a p0rtjon of the engine weight is independent of the 
pre SSl~re ra ti 0, and that the l'srnai ning porti on is proporti onal to 
the number of compressor and turoine s-;~ages .. According to these 
calcu1a~ions , the ra~io of the woights of engines ,·Ti th compression 
ratios of 12 and 5 was lolL 

The weight-horsepower rati o at sta.tic sea-level conditions of 
the engine without propeller used for this analysis based on the 
Ij ght.est current en·gine pel' unit pmmr) the weight-horsepO'..,rer ratio 
of a r epresentaUve or average current engine) and an estimated 
weight-horsepower rati o obtained by adding additi0nal turbine and 
gearing weight to a turbojet engine are sho'tffi uncorrected and 
cor rected to a pressure raUo of 12 in the follm.!ing table < The 
equivalent horsepowel' was computed by addh1g to the shaft horse
pOwer the quotient olltained by di vicling the static thrust of the 
exhaust jet by 4. 

Engine 

-. 
Lightest 

surveyed 
(used i n 
t he ana l -
ys i s ) 

Repr esent-
ative 

Convert ed 
turbojet 

[

I . ~---- Engine weight 
I (lb/bhp:;...:) ________ _ 

. Coapres -I Continuous -rated -~tatic fIl..aximwn. 
ti l L 1 t 18 on ,equiva ent power a\, sea I en 

static equiva
t 1 1 power a sea eve 

Ira1:iio ll.evel 

Observed Comp:i."ession I Observed Compression 
I 

ratio, 12 ratio, 12 

5 0.734 1.03 0.66 0. 927 

, 

6 

I 
. 906 1. 17 .815 1. 05 

4 

! 
.56 ,73 .50 .66 

The engine chosen for the anal ysis had a weight-horsepow·er 
r ati o of 1. 03 pounds per bral;:e horsepower .;1 th a compression ratio 
of 12 at static sea-l evel conditions . The selection of thls weight 
is subject to wide l atitude because of the utJ ceC,c.inty in tile 
a ccuracy of the esti mate of the effect of C01[,p1'8sSion l1a tio on engine 
weight . Further , the analysis of the convert..ec. L1.'.rbojet englne 
indicates the possibility of considerable reduction in veight
horsepower ratio. 
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Figure 11-5 shOYls that high thrust-weight ratios are obtained 
at low flight speeds at sea level, but the thrust decreases rapidly 
wi th increB.ses in sIleed and n.l t i tude . The rapid loss in thrust with 
increase in altitude i s the :J:'irst 8:' gniflcant difference between the 
turbtne -propeller engi.ne and the compound engine . The compo md 
engine is aS3umecl to be su.percharg8d sllffj ciently to maintain mani
fold pressures r equired at sea level up to altitudes as high as 
considered in thj,s study (:;0 : 000 f"t). Consequently, the turbine 
propeller engine, which prodlces more thrust than the compound 
engine for a Givon 11eight at sea level, Ifill at certain altitudes 
produce les s thrust th.:m the compo:md engine. It'i gure II -6 compares 
the ef .. ects of altitudes ul)on the ~hrusts of these two engines vlith 
the compound. engine operating a t cruise power . 

The thrust per unit frontal area is of impOI'tance when the engine 
is quite large in proportion to :i. ts power and when high flight speeds 
are considered , Figure II -7 shm,'s the thrust per uni t frontal area 
of the hypothetical engine at a.l"ti tucles from sea level to 
50, 000 feet and flight speeds from 100 to 500 miles per hour. 
Increases i n both altitude and speed decrease tlle thrust per unit 
engine frontal area . These cur ves are representative of some 
existing turbine-propeller engines. Studies of turbojet-engine com
ponents indicate that the thrus"t per unit engine fror..tal area could 
be increased at a possible cost of increased. weight and fuel 
consumption. 

Load-Range Characteristics 

The l oad-carrying capacity and the range of an airplane are 
affected by the fuel cOIlsmnption and the engine "might ·, Charts 
showing disposable load, fuel r a te per ton-·mile, and range for 
various speeds and altitudes are shovrn i n figure II-8. Figure II -8 (a ) 
shows the load · range characteristic s when the lift-drag ratio is 
maintained. at 18 . In figure II-8(b) ) the wing loading is limited. to 
80 pounds per square foot . A maximum lift-drag ratio of 18 was 
chosen for conditions where this lift-drag ratio could be attained 
without exceeding a wing l oading of 80 pounds per square foot. 
Nacelle drag was deducted from engine thrust. Comparison of fig
ures II-8 (b) and II-8(a) shows that for hi gh- speed service, con
siderable loss in performance r esults from the use of wings large 
enough to l imit wing loading to 80 pounds per square foot, and that 
better high -speed performance at low al titudes would be achieved by 
us ng smaller wings and assisted take -off. 

--- .. -- -- -- - --- ----
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Figure II-8 shovTs that the greatest disposable load end lowest 
initial fuel rate are obta:'ned at the lcwest fl.lght speed considered. 
'l'he range , obtained by drawing a line froB the origin through the 
selected operati.og point and extending this line to the scal e of 
K x range' (f ig . II··8(b))} shm18 a maximum K x range of 6560, 
which Js less than that for the compo;..md engine. At flight speeds 
above 300 miles per hour, the di sposable load is approximately con
stant ,.,ith variaUon in altitnde up to about 30}OOO feet. Above 
this altitude the disposable load fall s rapidly. 

An engine with a pressure ratio of' 12 was assumed for figure II-8 . 
Selection of a pressure ratio gj.vin maxImum range or maximum dispos
able load at a specifieQ. range is c()mplicated and has been worked 
out for o~ly two extreme ca ses . An increase in pressure ratio up to 
12 decreases the thrust per pound of engine weight but improves the 
fuel consumption, The effects of this phenomenon are illustrated 
in figure II-8(b) . In one example} at a flight speed of 200 miles 
per hour at sea level decreasing the pressure ratio from 12 to 5 
increased the disposable load slightly at a cost of considerable 
increase in fuel consumption and loss i n maximum range. In another 
case, at an altitude of 50}000 feet and a speed of 500 miles per 
hour; the weight of the engine with a pressure ratio of 12 is so 
great that little capacity is lef t for disposable load. In this 
case reduction of the compression ratio from 12 to 5 reduces the 
engine weight suffiCiently to increase the K x range from 130 to 
1 040 mi les . Thus it is shovffi that the optimum pressure ratio for a 
given type of aircraft service cannot be computed from variations 
in engine characteristics a10ne 3 but the type of service must be 
considered. Even at a specified flight speed and altitude, the 
optimum pressure ratio varies with specified range . 

Point A in figure II-8(b) represents an existing turbine
propeller engine with a compression ratio of 5 operating at 500 miles 
per hour at an al ti tude of 33 J 000 fee t J and a8ain sho'1s that a 
compression ratio lower than 12 provides greater disposable load at 
high speed at the cost of a higher fuel rate. 

Analysis of the weight of a turbojet engine converted for 
producing shaft power with an additional ttrrbine and a gear box 
indicated that the weights of turbine-propeller engines might be 
reduced 30 percent without increasing cycle temperatures . An 
additional curve is therefore presented in figure II-8(b) to show 
the performance of the turbine -propeller engine at 500 miles per 
hour if future progress reduces engine and propeller weight 40 per 
cent. An increase in disposable load of 41 percent and an increase 
in K x range of ~·l percent would result at an a1 ti tude of 
30 , 000 feet. 
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An example of the effects of nacelle drag on :performance is also 
shown in figure II-8(b) for a fHgM, speed of 500 miles per hour at 
an al ti tude slightly above 30)000 feet. 1'he effect of a chango in 
the ratio l' of !1acelle drag to engine thrust can be indicated on 
the bas is that the distance fro;n the operating point to the point X 
is inversely llroport jonal to 1 - r . In the case conSidered, the 
val ue of r is 0.21 (taken from fig. 11-5) , and if dJ.'ag were 
elimina ted the operating point "Tould move along the brokell l i ne to 
point B. This elimj.nation of tl1e nacelle drag increases the dispos 
abl e load and K x range 23 and 58 percent, respectively. 

Comparjson of Turbine -Propeller Engine 

and Oompound Engine 

Inasmuch as estimates of t he performance of the turbine-propeller 
engine and the compound engine are available , a comparison of the load
carrying capacities and ranges 0 airplanes powered by t hese engines 
may be made . Data fl'om figure 11 -8 (b) for the turbine -propeller 
engine are compared with data from a similar figure presented. for the 
compound engine . The result,s a e shown in figure 11-9. The broken 
line in the center of the field separates t he r egions ~vhere the 
turbine -propeller engine having a pressure ratio of 12 and the com
pound engine shmT the greater l oad -carrying capacj ties a.t the 
s-pecified speeds and fuel rates per ton ··mile> respech vely . The 
turbine-propeller engine shows somewhat gr eater :toad-carrying capac
ities a t low flight altitudes end speeds than the compound engine; 
the compound engine shows greater load-carrying capacities at the 
various speeds at high altitudes . 

The ability of the compound engine to carry disposable l oads 
greater than those of' the turMne -propeller engine at high flight 
speeds and altitudes is a result of t he supercharging accomplished 
in the compound eng~ne . As shown in figure 11-6, the turbin9-
propeller engine produces more thrust per uni t weight than the 
compound engine at sea l evel; this difference disappears at about 
30 , 000 feet" and at higher a.ltitudes the compound engine is more 
powerful. }iurthermore , the minimum specifi c fuel consumpti on of the 
compound engine is lOYTer . COllE:equently, as shown in figure 11 -9, 
at high fli ght speeds of approximately 500 miles per hour, aircraft 
powered by the compound engine may f ly at high altitudes to permit 
operation at the economica.l maximum lif t-drag ratJ.o vith engines no 
heavier than the turbine-propeller engines required at a lower and 
less economical altitude and will therefore have the greatest r ange . 

- ---_. ---- .-~--. 
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Theee facts :inli:ica-r.e that the vreisht-horse-power raMo of the 
turbine-prore1J.er ensi.ne (neg:'.ect1nG propellel' "eight) with a :p::::-es
sm'e ratio of ] 2 a~ st.A.t:i.c sea-level cond.i tions must be less than 
the 1.03 pOlmds per e<;;'llivalent bra.~G horsapm18r chosen for th1s 
anal Y's i s if it is to compete w'i th the compcuml engine [l. G a flight 
sJ;)eed of 500 m:i les per hour, 

The effect of engine Height is agaJ.n shown in figure 11-10. 
In this case the equivalem, static sea-level values of pounds of 
engine ,·;eight pe:i.~ ho.rs8vc....,er tl.re shewn and the comparison i. s u:ade 
for a flight speed af 51..\0 miles per baur. This figure shows that 
a turbine-propeller engjne vii th a pressure ratio of 12 must have 
a static sea-leve2. we ight-heTsepowe:r ratio of O.)~· pound pGr herse
pOVier if it is to. have as great a maximum range as the cempound 
engine at 500 miles :QeX' hour . Heavier engines could be permitted 
at less than maximum ranges . 

The pay loads of the tvlO engines are cempared in figure 1I-IL 
The iveight-hersepGlwer ratio. of the turbine-yropeller engine at 
static sea·-level condit: ons W8.S ass'lIiled to. be 1.03 pounds per 
horsepmver, a value obtainl:ld by adjusting to a pressure ratto of 12 
the might of the lightest engtne that has been tested and for which 
data are available. At each range and flight speed the aircraft 
were assumed to fly at a:Ltitudes providing the greatest load
carrying capacity. Figure 1I-ll shews that the turbine-propeller 
engine can carry greater loads than the conlI:ound engine for ranges 
up t o 2900 m51es at 200 miles per hour, and that this range of 
equal load-carrying capacity decreases vlith increasing airplane 
speed until at about 500 miles per haur the compound engine shows 
greater load-carrying capacity at all ranges. If the flight altitude 
is limited to 20,000 feet, the turbine-propeller has the greater 
load-carrying capacity at attainable r anees and speeds. 

Conclusion 

In this analysis the fuel consUlIlption given for the turbine
prepellel' engine is aptimistic in regard to present practice. The 
weight of the engine used in this study i'las obt ained by correction 
ef the weight of an existing tlITbine-propeller engine to a higher 
cempression ratio. Under these condttions the range estimates show 
that the gas-turbine engine with htgh pressure ratio may provide 
long ranges at low speeds and maderate altitudes. The compound 
engine, as a result of its Hghter weight per unit thrust at high 
alti tudes, prov1.des greater range than vTould be obtained from the 
turbine-propeller engine at high speeds. Analysio indicates the 
possibility of utiliz i ng lighter turbine-propeller engines per unit 
thrust than assumed and this reduction 1-lOuld be necessary if the 
turbtne-prapeller engine is to provide a range equal to tbat of the 
compound engi.ne at a flight speed of 500 miles per hour. 
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Figure 11-8. - Concluded. Load-range characteristics of turbine-propeller engine. 
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F1gure 11-9. - Comparison of l oad-ra nge character istics of compound and turbine-propeller eng1nes . Wi ng load1ng 1 1m1 ted to SO pounds per square toot. 
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III - THE TURBO~1ET ENGINE 

Description 

A turbojet engine produces a propulsive thrust by drawing in 
air, accelerating it to a high velocity, and discharging the high
veloci ty ail~ in a ref;<.rward. direction . Th:rust results from the reaction 
of the acceleration of the air. 

A schematic diagram of a tUl~oJet engine is shown in figure 111-1. 
Air is drawn in at the compressor inlet and is compressed to a high 
pressure in the compressor; the high-pressure air passes into a com
bustion chamber where fl~el is adrled and bm'ned and the high
temperature products of combustion expand through the turbine that 
drives the compressor; Cilld finally, the high-energy gases leaving the 
turbine expand through a nozzle as a Jet in the atmospr.ere. 

Engine Performance 

Fundamentally, both the turbojet and the propeller produce a 
propulsive thrust by accelera ting air in a rearward direction. The 
turbojet differs from the propeller in that a large acceleration is 
given to a small mass of air; vlhereas the propeller gives a small 
acceleration to a large mass of air. In either case, the propulsive 
thrust equals the product of the mass of air handled and the increase 
in velocity of the air passing through the turbojet or propeller. 
The kinetic energy imparted to the air by the tl,ITbojet is greater 
than that imparted by the propeller because the kinetic energy equals 
the product of the mass of air and the square of the velocity; vThereas 
the thrust is proportional to the first power of the velOCity. In 
other words, the propulsive efficiency of a turbojet is much poorer 
than that ofa propeller. The approximate propulsive efficiency of a 
turbojet-powered. aircraft flying at 340 miles per hour at sea level is 
37 percent; doubling the flight speed to 680 miles ~er hour raises the 
propulsive efficiency to 60 percent. In contrast to the low value of 
37 percent at 340 miles per hour, propeller efficiencies of 85 percent 
are obtainable. At transonic and supersonic sreeds the propeller 
efficiency decreases greatly because of compressibility effects. At 
the same time the propulsive efficiency of the turbojet continues to 
increase with increasing flight speed. It can therefore be concluded 
that at subsonic flight speeds a turbojet will always be handicapped by 
1m-I propulsive efficiencies, but at supersonic speeds this handicap 
is overcome. 

The over-all efficiency of a turbojet is a function not only of 
propulsive efficiency but of the thermal cycle efficiency. It is 
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well known that the effiCiency of the i~eal cycle increases with 
increasing compressor pressure r at io and at first glance it would 
appear that the highest possible compressor pressure ratio w·ould be 
desirable . Actually, because of losses in the compressor and the 
turbine and because the available turbine materials limit the com
bustion temperatures, there is a finite compression ratio at vrhich 
best economy is obtained . The compressor pressure ratio at "Thieh 
best thrust is obtained from an engine with a given air capacity is 
considerably lO"Ter than the comp- essor pressure ratio for best 
economy. Most current turbojet engines operate "Ti th compressor 
pressure ratios close to the value for maximum thrust . 

The compressor pressure ratio at which best thrust is obtaine~ 
decreases with increasing flight speed and finally at a flight 
speed between 1400 and 1500 miles per hour the optimum compressor 
pressure ratio falls to a value of 1.0. At this value, there is 
no compression in the compressor and the engine is operating essen
tially as a lovT-temperature ram jet . 

The thrusts that can be obta ined from a series of engines, 
each operating at the compressor pressure ratio for maximum thrust 
at flight speeds between 0 and 1500 miles per hour and altitudes of 
sea level, 30,000, and 50,000 feet, are shown in figure 111-2. 
These curves do not represent any single engine; lnstead, each 
point on the curves represents a separate engine designed to operate 
at the optimum compressor pressure ratio for the conditions of 
altitude and speed indicated. The values shown in figure 111-2 
were estimated by assuming a compressor efficiency of 85 percent, a 
turbine efficiency of 90 percent, and a combustion efficiency of 
95 percent with a turbine-inlet temperature of 15400 F. The air
handling capacity of the engine was assumed to be 13 pounds per 
secon~ per square foot of frontal area at sea level and zero flight 
speed . At other flight conditions , the compressor-inlet Mach 
number was assumed to be the same as the value corresponding to these 
conditions . 

In the range of subsonic speeds, fli~lt spee~ has relatively 
little effect upon the thrust; at supersonic flight spee~s, how
ever, the thrust significantly increases with increasing flight 
spee~. (See fig. 111-2.) At a speed of 1500 miles per hour an~ 
sea-level altitude , the thrust reaches 2000 pounds per square foot 
and, in terms of horsepower, this thrust is equivalent to 8000 horse
power per square foot of engine frontal area. Increasing the 
altitu~e ~ecreases the thrust because of t he ~ecreasing air density. 

-~ .. -~----
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The drag of the engine nacelle bec omes lar~e at high flight 
speeds and, c()nseCiuent.J.y, the net thrust available from the jet
engine j nstalJatj on is consin..srably less th'ul the values shown 
in figuxe III "2. Values of engine thrust minus nacelle dra~ are 
shmm in figure III -'3. A cOlr.Lparisvn of this figu.lne with figure 
III -2 sho vS the great reduction in available tnrust at supersonic 
speeds . 

25 

The weight of a je-:. eng;.ne is, of course, also an important 
consideratj.on . The th:;.'llSt per unit engine ,vei.:!ht based. upon values 
given in figul'e III-2 is presented jn figure 111-4. The weights 
of the engines have been estimated from the "might of a standard 
turbojet. The weights of the compl'8ssor and the turbine were 
corrected by assuming t:lat these we::'ghts are proportional t o the 
logarithm of the pressu~:e ratios; the weights oi' the other elements 
of the engine 'Here not altered . Estimates based upon these assump
tions resulted in a value of 2.62 pounds thrust per pound engine 
weight at sea level and zero flight speed (fj g. III -4) . Higher 
values for the ratio of thrust tc engine v;eight actually have been 
obtained. and future developments may result in additional increases. 

The fuel economies , expressed as thrust specific fuel consump
tions, are given in fignre I1I-5 for conditions corresponding to 
the thrusts given in figure 111-2 . An increase in flight speed. 
increases the thrust spocific fuel consumption; from zero flight 
speed at sea level, the :'uel consumption increases from 0.85 to a 
value of 1 . 9 pOQDds per hour per pound of thrust at 1400 miles per 
hour. An incl"ease in altitude improves the fuel consumption because 
of the reduction in air temperat'ure with increasing altitude. 

The thr~gt and fuel consumption shown in fi~"es 111-2 and 
111-5, respectively, have been used to estimate the performance of 
the subsonic and supersonic a irplanes powered by turbojet engines. 

LOE.d -Rcmge Characteristics 

Su~sonic fUght ST)eed.s. - The ::."ange of suboonic aircraft powered 
by t'l..U'bojet engines is estimated using the ' same assumptions regarding 
the airplane characteristics as were used in the prece~ing parts of 
this report; these as sumptions are presented in the appendix. Results 
of the calculations at a lift-drag ratio of 18 nre shown in fig-
ure III -6(a). The most important result shmm jn this figure is 
the great reduction i::1 the fuel rate per ton -mile vTi th increasing 
flight speed . This result is directly contrary to the findings pre
sented in the preceding parts of this report for the engines util
izing propellers wherein the fuel rate per ton-mile increased with 
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increasing flight speed . This decrease in fuel rate with increasing 
flight speed is a direct reflect ion of the im:froveroent in propulsive 
effi ciency of a t urbc jet engir .. e ;i th increasir g f light speed. Be st 
economy and greatest rm .. ge i6 seen t o be ortajned at the highest flight 
speed considered, 550 miles :?er hour . Al 'Gitude ras rejatively mnall 
effect upon the range at high flignt speed, ~~he range factor that is 
found by dl'awtng a ljne tllrough the orlgin anti tangent to the curve 
representing 550 miles per hot;r '.s 4130 mne,~, the K factor for the 
disposable load at the point of tangency ::' s (1 .72, and the range is 
5740 miles . 

Increasing the compression ratio to values above that required 
for maximum power improves the 111el consumpt i cn but reduce s engine 
thrust. The effects of increasIng th':} compr E bsi.on ratio upon range 
at 550 miles per bour and an alt itude of 30, 0(0 feet are al so shown 
in figure III-6(a) . Increasing the compress ic,n ratio from the value 
for maximum thrust 7.8, to the value lor best economy 18) reduces 
the fuel rate per ton-nile without seriously 2".ffecting the disposable 
load and , consequently the range is i mproved. The range factor 
(K X range) at a compression ratio of 18, fliEht speed of 550 miles 
per hour, and altitude of 30,000 feet is 4700 miles) the value of 
K is 0.735, and the range is therefore 6400 niles, 

As was previously mentioned, the results shown in figure III-6(a) 
apply to the ai.rplane operating at the maximum lift-drag ratio of 18 
at all flight speeds and altitudes . This assTr.pti on rf)~ ults in ext remely 
high wing loadings at high flight speeds and ~~rti cular~y at low altitudes. 
These high wing loadings make it necessary to Jse special methods for 
launching or assisting in take -off of the airc:'aft. 

The curves shown in figure III-6(b) were estimated by selecting 
a lift-drag ratio to give a wing loading of 80 pounds per s~~aye foot 
except in cases where a lift-drag ratio of 18 5ives \-ling 1013.tl~ngs less 
than 80 pounds per square foot. In such cases the lift -drag ratio was 
assumed to be 18. 

At low flight speeds or at high altitudes, the '''ing l oadi ng at a 
lift-drag ratio of 18 is less than 80 pounds pel' square footj cOD8equently, 
the values of disposable loed and fuel consumptiJn per mile a~e the same 
as those shown in figure 1II-6(a) > At these flil~ht conditIons, tbe fuel 
rate per ton-mile decreases with increasir;.g fl ight speed, as has been 
previously discussed. At speeds somewhat above the limiting speed at 
which the wing loading equals 80 pounds per square foot, the fuel rate 
per ton-mile increases with increasing flight sp')e d because the reduction 
in aerodynamic efficiency accompanying the reducLon in lift-drag ratio 
more than counteracts the improvement in propulsive efficiency with 
flight speed. As an example, f igure III-6("b) ShOilS that at an altitude of 
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30,000 feet, the fuel rate per tOfJ-mile decreases w;.th increasing 
fUght speeC1.. up to a fEght. s1)Eled of about 400 miles per hour 
beyond. which the fuel rate per t ,:m-m~lle increases with further 
increase in flight speeQ. 

The best range of 4670 miles was estimated from fig
ure I:I-6(b). F'Eght at Stt.1)s-tantially hig:ler speeds than 
550 m::'les -per hour wHl not improve l'8n15e uecause compressibility 
effects v.'ill increase d.::·ag and reduce the lift;-drag ratio, Also 
flight at high altitudes "YIEl not i1:1!"lrove raYlge becanse the reduc
tion of thrust with altitude Tedu~es the disposable load as can 
be seen ln figure III··6(b). Flig:!-lt at hig.11. speed. and low altitude 
results in extremely p08r fuel economy and range. In particular, 
at sea level and 550 miles per hour the range is reduced to 
1410 miles and the fuel cODsum-ption is about four t~9S greater 
than that obtained at the most economical speed and altitude. 

A comparison of the pel~ormance of airplanes powered by com
pOlmd, turbine-prJpeller, and ~ur~ojct engines is shovn in fig
ure 111-7. These curves represent perform.ar:ce i:1. cases where the 
wing loading is limited to 80 pounds per sq~are foot . The best 
range of the turbojet engine is much less than the best range of 
either the compound or the turbine -propeller engine. If a flight 
speed of 550 miles per hour is desired.) the range of the turbojet 
exceeds the range of tee other two engines . 

Supeysonic flight speeds. - At supersonic flight speeds, the 
range estimates re9.uired an entirely different set of assumptions 
from those used at subsonic speeds. For these conditions the 
following assumptions "YTere made : (1) The lift-drag ratio of the 
lYing is assumed to be 7 instead of the previous value of 18 for 
the entire airplane less nacelles; (2) the size of the fuselage 
required to accommodate the disposable load was estimated and 
the drag of the fuselage at each flight speed and altitude was 
calculated; (3) drag coefficient and diffuser efficiencies were 
selected after a study of available data and the values of these 
coefficients and efficiencies are given in the appendix; (4) the 
,·might of the structure is 0 .3 of the gross "might; and (5) the 
tank weight is 10 percent of the fuel weight. 

where 

The gross weight Wg of the airplane is given by 

L 
W g = (F - Dn - Dr) D 

F net thrust of engine, pounds 

Dn nacelle drag, pounds 

(1) 
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fuselage crag) pour,.ds 

lift-drag ratlo of -wing 

The tota:'.. di sposable load Wd is 

(2) 

wher e 

a r atio of structure wei~lt to gross weight 

We engine weight, pounds 

Fuselage size was estimated on the assumption that the density 
of the disposable load was 50 p0'tmds per cc;.bic foot. The fuselage 
drag Dr e~uals the sum of the skin-·friction drag and the wave 
drag . For a fuselage with a length- diameter ratio of 12 and with 
conical ends having cone angles of 20°, the drag was calculated 
from the equation: 

where 

~o dynamic pressure (incompressible), pounds per s~uare foot 

Pf fuel density 

CD I wave-drag coefficient , 
CD F skin-friction drag coefficient) 0 . 003 , 
Values of CD I are given in the appendix. 

) 

The term Wd is 
Pf 

\ld + We 
volume of fuelj - 700- is the 
which is based upon 2 cubic feet 

volume allowed for controls, 
per ton of gross weight . 

E~uation9 (1) , (2), and (3) were simultaneously solved to 
obtain Wd and Wg . 

Unlike the subsonic ca.se, the results are not independent 
of the size of engine chosen because the drag of the fuselage 

- ---- ---~-- - ----
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increases with the square of a linear dimens ion of the fuselage; 
whereas, ti.le load.-carry:Lng carac:tty incr-eaees '~lith the cube of a 
linear dimension. Ucnsequently, the fuselage drag per pound of 
disposahle load is less for a large airplane than for a small one. 

In order to permit comparisons of the performance of air
planes powered by tu.rbojet) tnrbo-ram·-jet, and :ram-jet engines, 
the frontal areas of all t1..:rbo jets Ivere fixed at 12.5 square feet. 
The resultant gross 'weights of airplanes designed to fly at 
12 flight conditions are given in the following table: 

Gross weight 

AltitUje '0-130;000 150,0001 
(ft) -----. I 

Flight speed (lb) I 
(mph) 

r--~~~-----~------~---~---~ 
i 

900 
1100 
1300 
1400 

10,900 14,000 8,730' 
11,300 I 16,800 10,800 
12 , 900 21,200 114)100 
14)300 124,100 116,400 1 

Results of the calculations for supersonic flight are shown 
in figure 1II-8. A graph of the K factor is not shown because 
at supersonic speeds the ~arasitic drag of the nacelle and the 
fuselage is large compared to the drag of the wing and only a very 
small reduction in drag accompanies reduction of fuel load with 
flight duration. As an approximation, the value of K can there
fore be assumed equal to 1. 

It is immediately evident from figure 1II-8 that flight at 
low altitudes results in poor fuel economy and range and that 
flight at the highest altitude considered results in best economy. 
The best range is obtained at an altitude of 50,000 feet and 
1400 miles per hour at which speed the compressor pressure ratio 
of the engine has dropped to almost 1 and the engine is operating 
essentially as a ram jet. The value of the maximum ranee is 
1330 miles. Even greater range would be obtained at higher 
altitudes. 

At the best range condition shown in figure 111-8, that is, 
1400 miles per hour at 50,000 feet) the gross weight of the air
plane corresponding to the point shown is 16,400 pounds, as given 
in the foregoing table. The effect of gross weight on performance 
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is illustrated by a computation of the performance at 1400 miles per 
hour Rnd 50)000 feet for gross weights cf 8200 pounds and 49,200 pounds. 
These points are incl.uded in fig1.'.re 111-8 , 

At supersonic s peed.s) increasing tbe cOMpr ession ratj.o to -values 
g~ceater than that r CCluired to gi-ve best thrust results in less range. 

Conclus:'ono 

It can be concluc.ed from this study that at flight speeds less 
than 550 miles per hour the best range of a turbojet-powered air
plane is conside:ra.bly less than the best range of airplanes powered 
by a compour.d or a tUl'bine-propeller engine. At flight speeds 
above 550 miles per hour) 110wever) the range of th e turbojet -powered 
airplane is greater than the Tange of an airplane powered by a com
pound or a turbine-propeller engine. The best range of the turbojet 
powered airplane with a wing loading limited to maximum value of 
80 pounds per square foot is obtained at maximum altitude and maxi 
mum flight speed . The best range of supersoni c atrcraft equipped 
wi th turbojet engines iiwestigatcd in this stuc.y was obtained at 
the maximum altitude anQ engine speed considered (namely, 507 000 ft 
and 1400 mph ). The best supersonic range found in these calcula
tions was r oughly one·-fourth of the range obtainable by subsonic 
aircraft powered by tur bojet engines. 

--- -- --- ---

l 
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IV - TilE TURSO-BAM-JET ENGINE 

Description 

The turbo-ram-jet engine is diagrammatically 1llustrated in 
figu::.~e IV -1. 'I'lli:::! engine c.ol1Bists essentially of a conve~tiona1 
turbojet engJne with pro'Visiol1 for reheating the gas between the 
turbir.e cj.s(;harge and the exhaust- nozzle. In thie manner) it is 
pOf:!sible to obtain higher gaEl temperatures in the e·lG."'1aust jeb than 
can be -.,it,hetoud by the tu::.-bl.ne. A-J its name implies} the tur1;)o
ram-Jet engj.r~a may be considel.'ed as a combination of a. turbojet 
engine and a ram-,jet engine in which the inlet conditions are equal 
to the turbine-d:'scharge conditioL03 of the tlll'bojet. The cycle on 
which this engine oper·at.es is called tail-pipe burning or afterburning. 

In this type of engine, it is necessary to reduce the gas 
ve10ci ties in the tai 1 pipe belo·w the values usually employed in 
turbojet engines to prevent ~he pressure Qrop in the tail pipe, 
caused by both the burning of the fuel and the drag of the neces
sary burner parts, from becoming excesiJive. The engine is there
fore provided with a diffuser between tha -curbine discharge and 
the tail-pipe-burner inlet. An actjustable-area exhaust nor.zle is 
also required to permit the enginl3 to operate at rated tux'bine
inlet temperat·.:tre over a range of exhaust-gas temperatures. 

Engi ne Performance 

In addition to t he factor s that affect the performance of 
turbojet engines) the principal parameters deter~ining the perform
ance of the tu:.';bo -ran-jet engine are the teillpera~l l<re rise and the 
velocity of the gases in the tail pipe. Their effect io illustrated 
in figure IV-2 in which net thrust per unit nacelle frontal area is 
plotted aga.inst the exhaust -gas temperature for various values of 
the gas velocity at the ~ail -pipe-burner inlet. These curves are 
based on the performance of an engine fitted with a tail-pipe burner 
having a total-pressure drop due to friction of 0,4 times the 
dynemic pre-saure at the burner inlet and a turbine-diacharge dif
fuser efficiency of 75 percent . The calculatioLs are also baaed on 
flight cond.itions of 500 wiles per hoUX' at sea level although the 
same general trends would be o·btained at any other flight condition. 

When the velocity in the tail pipe is high, a sonic limit is 
reached beyond which it is impossible to add heat to the gases and 
still maintain ccnstant engine condi~ions. The limiting tempera
tur e for the lower gas velocities is obtained ·when the over-all 
fuel-air ratio is stoichiometric (0 . 067). The rate of increase in 
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engine thrust with gas temperature is greatest when the gas velocity 
i s 1m-I becallse of the attendant l ower momer:.t u.lJl-pressure drop 
(fig. IV-2). The impol~ance of the pressure drop in the burner is 
evident from the considerable gains in thrust which may be realized 
by reducing the velocity . For all subsequent calculations, the 
diameter of the tail pipe was assumed equal to the diameter of the 
engine, which provided a burner-inlet gas velocity of 100 to 400 feet 
per second depending on the flight speed and the altitude. 

The variation of net thrust per unit nacelle frontal area with 
flight speed at altitudes of sea level, 30,000, and 50,000 feet is 
shown in figure IV-3 for exhaust-gas temperatures corresponding to 
stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. The same component efficiencies and 
the air-handling capacity were assumed for this engine as for the 
turbojet engine discu.ssed in part III of this report and the com
pressor pressure ratio t hat provided maximum t hrust was used. Each 
point on the curves therefore corresponds to a different size engine. 
Because the exhaust-gas temperature is approximately constant, this 
optimum pressure ratio is obtained when the turbine-discharge pres
sure is at maximum. The optimum pressure ratio for this engine is 
considerably higher than for the turbojet engine and its variation 
with flight speed and altitude is presented in the upper part of 
figure IV-3, For zero flight speed at sea level, the optimum 
pressure ratio is about 12 and decreases with increased flight 
speed to a value of 1 at approximately 1800 miles per hour. At 
an altitude of 50,000 feet , the optimum pressure ratio is about 
twice that at s ea level . The temperature at the tail-pipe-burner 
outlet was obtained from the thermodynamic charts of reference 1 
and both friction- and momentum-pressure losses in the tail pipe 
were included in the calculations. A completely expanding exhaust 
nozzle was assumed for all conditions that required an exit area 
equal to or less than the engine frontal area. Where an exit area 
greater than the nacelle frontal area was requi red for complete 
expansion, a nozzle having an exit area equal t o the nacelle 
frontal area was used. 

The net thrust increases rapidly with flight speed, par
ticularly in the high-speed range, and decreas es as the altitude 
is increased (fig . IV-3). The fli&ht speed at which the optimum 
pressure ratio becomes equal to 1.0 is indicated by the dashed 
limit line. At this point, the turbo-ram-jet engine is obviously 
equivalent to a ram-jet engine . The net thrust of the turbo-ram
jet engine, for stoichiometric fuel-air ratio, is from 100 to 
200 percent greater than that of the turbojet engine, the differ
ence increasing with increased flight speed, and reaches a value 
of about 10,000 pounds per square foot of nacelle frontal area at 
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a speed of 1800 miles per hour at sea level . At an altitude of 
50,000 feet, the net thrust is about 20 perr.er!t of the thrust 
produced at see.. level.. 

33 

The net thrust per unit Me-elle fronta.l area for an over-all 
fuel-air ratio of 0 ,. 045 ie. shown in f:i.gure TV -4. 'This over-all 
fuel-air ratio was found to proyjde the grentAst range for all 
flight conditions presented.. The ·.ralues of nat thrlli3 t obtained 
for thie fu.el-air ratio are from 80 to 87 percent of the values 
sho'wll in figure IV -3 for st.o:lchiometric fr:el·-air ratio . The net 
thrust minus the drag of the engine nacelle is shmm by the dashed 
lines in figure IV-4. At a flight speed of 1800 miles per hour at 
sea level j the engine produces a thrust of about 7000 pounds per 
square foot of nacelle frop..tal area after the nacelle drag has 
been subtracted from the engine net thrust. This value of thrust 
is reduced to approximately 1600 pounds per square foot of nacelle 
frontal area when the altitude is lncreased to 50,000 feet. 

The net thrust specific fuel consuwption is shor~ in fig-
ure IV-5 for the same range of flight speeds and altitudes. A 
combustion efficiency of 95 percent was assumed for the primary 
combustio:l and 90 percent for t.he secondary or tail-pipe com
bustion" Values of specific fuel cO~9umption are shown f or effec 
tive fuel-air ratios of stoichiometric and 0.045. These effective 
fuel-air ratios represent the amoul1.t of fuel that is burned in the 
enginej the actual fuel -ai r ratios are higher than these effective 
values because of the combustion inefficiency. 

For both fuel-air ratiOS, the specific fuel consumption 
increases ,\.ith flight speed at all altitudes and decreases as the 
altitude is increased. At an altitude of 50,000 feet} the spe-
c ific fuel consumption for a fuel-·air ratio of 0.045 ir.creases 
from about 1.6 pounds per hour per pound of net thrust at very low 
flight speeds to about 2.2 at 1800 miles per hour. Based on thrust 
horsepower, the specific fuel consumption reaches a minimum value 
of about 0.45 pound per thrust horsepow'er-hour at a speed of 
1800 miles per hour and an altitude of 50,000 feet. A comparison 
with the turbojet engine shows that the specific fuel consumption 
of the turbo-ram-jet engine is roughly twice that of the turbojet 
engine at low flight speeds and about It times as large at high 
flight speeds. 

The net thrust per unit engine weight is shown in figure IV-6 
for the same range of flight conditions and for an over-all fuel
air ratio of 0.045 . The weight of the turbo .. ram-jet engine was 
based on the 'weight of current turbojet engines 'lith adjustments 
for changes in weight with compressor pressure re.tio and plus the 
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estimated weight of the tail-pipe burner. The weight adjustments 
for compressor -presstU~e ratio were based on varying the i·might of 
the cOillpr e8sor and the turbine i n proportion to the logarithm of 
t he pres sur e rat i o, For flight condit ions that rel:iulted in high 
int el~al pressures, suff icient additional weight for an engine cas
ing and tail pipe was included to provide satisfactory hoop stresses. 
The net thrust per unit englne "might increases rap::'dly with flight 
speed, particularly at the higher altitudes, because of the simul
t aneous increase in engine t hrus t and dec~ease in engine weight as 
the compressor pres8ure ratio is decreased . At static sea-level 
conditions , the turbo .·ram ···jet engine delivers approximately 3 pounds 
of thrust per pound of engine weight , which increases to approxi
mately 23 at 1800 miles per hour . 

Load-Range Characteristics 

Sub!l0::~ c fUght .~peeds . - In figure IV-7(a) , the disposable 
load per airplane gr oss wei@lt is plot ted against the fuel consump
tion per gross ,.,eight for s ubsonic flight speeds. An airplane lift 
drag ratio of 18 was used for the c omputations of these data . The 
engine t hrust and specif i c fuel consma.ption for both this and all 
subsequent figures wer e obtaine f r om figures IV-4 and IV-5} respec
t ively, that is , for an over-all fuel-air ratio of 0.045. The dis 
posable load per gross weight decreases \.,ith increased altitude and 
is nearly independent of flight s peed. The fuel rate per gross 
airplane weight , however , decreases rapidly with increas ed flight 
speed and decreases slightly with i ncr eased. altitude. A maximum 
value of the factor K x range of about 2750 miles is indicated 
for the air~lane characteristics assumed for this ana~ysis. After 
appl ication of t he K factor , indicated on the left s 10.e of the 
figure , an actual range of about 3800 miles i s obtained, This maxi 
mum range i s obtained at a flight speed of 550 miles per hour and 
an altitude of slightly over 30,000 feet , 

If the wing loading is limit8d to a maximum of 80 pounds per 
square foot, the load-carryi ng capacity and rate of fuel consump
tion per gross weight sho'wn in figure rv-7(b) is obtained . For 
low-altitude and high -speed fli ght conditions, the l oad -carrying 
capaci ty is slightly reduced from the values obtail'led at maxi mum 
lift-cil'ag ratio and the fuel consumption is greatly increased . 
Thus , whereas the maximum range is nearly independent of altitud.e 
for maximum lift-drag ratio, the advantages of hi@1-al~itude flight 
are clearly evident when t he 'wing load::'ng is f i xed , For eYJlllple , 
at a speed of 550 miles per hour, t he K x r ange is increased from 
660 to 2700 miles as the altitude is increased from sea level to 
50,000 feet . 

-- ---- ----- ----~~ ---- ----. --

I 
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The airplane flight characteristics Sh01ffi in figu~e IV-7(b) 
are rep:coduced in figure IV-8 together i~'ith the conesponding plot-s 
for the compound} the turbine-·propeller, and the tu.rbojet engines. 
The turbo-ram-jet engine provides a slightly greater disposable 
load t.han the turbojet engine at the expenfle of a greatly increased 
fuel rate, Tne ma:ximum range for the tur-bo-re.m.,je1i e:'J.gine is about 
75 percent as large as for the tu:r.·bojet er-gi!!.8 . 

The principal field. cf application of tne turbo -rmr.-je t engine 
at SUDsorlic speed.s is therefore as a short-duration thyust 
augmentation leviee. By merely shu::'tiEg off the fuel f low to the 
tail-pipe Durner and reducil"'.g the exhaust-nozzle area, tilis engine 
becomes essentially a turbojet engine. By this :rr.el:L!ls, the inherent 
high thrust of the turbo-ram-jet engIne may be used. for take-off 
and climb and the lOiVel~ fuel -consumption char.acte.r-istics of the 
turbojet engine become available for cruising conditions. 

Supersonic flight speeds . - A plot of airplane load-carrying 
capacity anu-rate offuel-cousumption per gross airplane weight 
for supersonic flight conditions is presented in figure IV-9 , The 
rapid increase in the net thrust of this engine with flight speed 
results in an increase in load-carrying capacity with an increase 
in flight speed for all altitudes, The fuel consumption per gross 
airplane -w'eight decreases considerably at all flight speeds as the 
altitude is increased. These characteristics cause the maximum 
range to occur at the highest speed and altitude considered. This 
maximum initial range, which occurs at 1800 miles per hour and 
50,000 feet altitude, is about 1900 miles. 

The combined frontal area of the engines assumed for the com
putations of tnis plot was the same as for the turbojet engine, 
that is, 12,5 square feet . The gross -weight of the airplane for 
this engine size for each altitude and flight speed considered is 
given in the following table: 

~ 
0 30,000 150,000 

(ft) 
I Gross weight 

Flight spee (lb) 
(mph) 

1000 47,700 44,600 26}500 
1500 83,500 93,300 57}100 
1800 116 J 300 133,400 84}500 

I 
I 
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In order to illustrate the effect of airplane gross weight on the 
flight range , the computations were repeated for different engine 
sizes providing gross weights of 50)000 and 200,000 pounds at a 
speed of 1800 miles per hour at 50}OOO feet; the results are 
included in fign:"o IV -9 . The disposable load per airplane gross 
weig~1t is nearly independ.ent of the gr oss weight of the airplane 
and the range is reduced about 20 percent as the gross airplane 
weight is reduced f rom 200,000 to 50 , 000 pounds. 

The load- range char acteristics for the turbo- r am- jet engine 
are compared with the turbojet engine in figure IV-10o For super
sonic flight conditions , where the airplane drag is very high; the 
high thrust of the turbo-ram-jet engine provides a greater load
carrying capacity than the turbojet enstne and has about the same 
fuel consumption . This greater load-carrying capacity of the 
turbo-ram-jet engine is primarily a result of the greater thrust 
per engine "1eight than provid~d by the turbojet engine because 
the exhaust-gas temperatures are not limited to a maximum turbine
inlet temperature of about 15000 F, Based on the assumptions of 
this analYSiS , the maximum range of an airplane powered by a 
turbo- ram-jet engine at 1800 miles per hour is about 60 percent 
gr eater than that pr ovided by the turbojet engj.ne at a speed of 
1400 miles per hour . The turbo-ram-jet engine therefore provides 
both a greater range and a greater load-carrying capacity than the 
turbojet engine for supersonic speeds up to 1800 miles per hour 
where it becomes equivalent in operation to a ram-jet engine. 

_________ _ __ __ _ _ .....------4-
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v - THE RAM-JET "ENGINE 

Description 

'l'he ram-jet erlgine (fig . V-I) consists of a difr~8er in which 
the air :i.s compressed from free-stream static pressure to a pres
sure somswha t lower than f:ree ·-st.rea'J1 total pressLU'e, a co:nbustion 
chamber in which fuel is bi.trned~ and an exit nozzle through which 
the gases expand .. 

Engine Pelf Ol"Ill8.nce 

For this analysiA~ the three most important crl~erions for 
evaluating the performance of aircraft engines are: efficiency or 
fue l economy~ thrust per unit eng:ine :frontal area, and thrust per 
unit engine 'feight. The efficiency of the ram-jet engine~ like 
that of all heat engilles , increases with comp:ression ratio. At 
subsonic flight speeds~ the ram compressjon is 80 low that the ram 
jet cannot compete with other engines except perhaps where engine 
cost and SimpliCity are of great importance. At supersonic flight 
speeds , however, the :ram compression is considerable and high 
efficiencies are obtainable. Because of the sireplicity of the 
engine ~ the ram jet develops greater thrust per uni t \{eight than 
the engines previously discussed except at 10\{ flight speeds. The 
thrust per 1mi t frontal area increases both with efficiency and 
air flow through the engine; therefore~ much greater values of 
thrust per unit area are obtainable at the higher airspeeds. The 
best performance of the ram- jet engine is therefore obtained at 
high f l ight speeds . 

The variation of net thrust per unit engine frontal area and 
net thrust specific fuel consumption with fuel-air ratio and 
combustion-chamber inlet velocity for a ram jet burning gasoline 
is shown in figure V-2 for a flight speed of 1150 miles per hour 
a t sea level (Mach number J' 1. 5). The data shown are for a combus
tion efficiency of 100 percent. Underexpanding exit nozzles have 
been used in the calculations where use of a completely expanding 
exit nozzle would have resulted in a larger exit area than 
combustion-chamber area . The performance at combustion efficiencies 
other than 100 percent may be obtained by dividing the fuel-air 
ratio and specific fuel consumption shown in figure V-2 by the 
actual combustion efficiency in order to determine the actual fuel
air ratio and specific fuel consumption. In general~ the thrust 
per unit engine frontal area increases with increasjng fuel-air 
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ratio and co~bustjon-ch~~ber ve10city up to the choking line. The 
best fuel economy for any particular thrust 1'131' unit engine frontal 
area is obtained at a comhustion-cna.m.ber inlet velocity slightly 
lower than would be required for c1.oking in the combustion chamber . 
The specific fuel consumF~J.on , of course, decreases wit.h decre<:!.sing 
thrust per unit frontal a:r:ea . 1I1asmu\.,h as the exit area is equal 
to the combustion-cha:nber area ne3.r t l18 chokj ng line and the dif
ference bet"reen the inlet area and combustion-chamber area is small 
compa.red wj.th that at lower combustion -cha.mber velocities, the 
external pressure drag .1ill also 00 compara ti vely low. The region 
just to the left of the choking line is therefore the region of 
optimum performance for the l'flm ,1et at a flight Mach number of 1.5. 
The maximum thrust per unit engine frontal ar'Ja obtainable is 
approximately 3000 J?ounds per sqt:are f:)ot, which is about 20 percent 
lower than that obtr-tinable with the tUi.'bo -rFlLl- jet engine at the 
same speed and a1M tucle. 'l'he f lel consumption at maximum thrust is 
about 3.3 pounds pel' hour pe:-..~ p.::mnd of tl1rust) which is about 
23 percent above the fuel consumption of the tur·bo-ram-jet at a 
flight speed of 1150 miles per hour. 

The variation in net thrust per unit engine frontal area and 
fuel consumption with fuel-air ratio and combustion -chamber velocity 
for a higher flight speed (2300 mph a t sea level; I~ch number, 3.0) 
is shown in figure V-3. The highest thrust is obtained at a 
combustion-chamber inlet velocity of 325 feet per second, ,,'hich 
corresponds to the point at which the inlet area is equal to the 
combustion-chamber area. Increasing the combustion-chamber inlet 
velocity beyond this point results in an inlet area larger than 
combustion-chamber area, with a consequent decrease in thrust per 
unit engine frontal area. For any particular value of thrust per 
unit frontal area J the lowest fuel consumption is also obtained at 
a combustion-·chamber inlet veloci ty of 325 feet per second. The 
external pressure drag is zero for this case because the inlet 
area, combustion-chamber area, and outlet area are all equal. At 
this flight speed, the optimum operating region is well aVlaY from 
the choking line. The maximum thrust per unit engine frontal area 
is extremely high, approximately 22 J OOO pounds per square foot . 
At thrust values somewhat ImTer than maXimum, fuel consumptions of 
about 2 pounds per hour per pound of thrust corresponding to approx
imately 0.33 pound of fuel per thrust horsep0\>1er-hour are obtainable, 
which indicates that the engine is operatin very efficiently at 
this flight speed. 

The variation in maximum net thrust per unit engine area with 
flight speed and al tHude is shown in figure V -·4. These data were 
calculated for an actual fuel-air ratio of 0.067) a combustion 
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efficiency of 90 percent, optimum combustion-chamber inlet veloc:i.ty, 
and un1erexpanding exit nozzles. The thrust increases rapidly with 
flight speed and der.reases with increasing altitude. As po:tnted out 
in the d.iscussion of figure V-3, extremely high thrusts per untt 
frontal area are obtainable at high speeds at sea level. 

Figure V-5 shows the thrust specific fuel consumption corre
spond.ing to the thrusts given in figure V -4. The fuel consumption 
decreases with increasing flight speed up to a speed of 2400 miles 
per hour. The fuel consumption also decreases with increasj.ng al ti
tude up to the tropopause (approximately 35,000 ft), above which it 
remains essentially constant. At very high altitudes (above 
100,000 ft), the fuel consumption will again vary with altitude 
because of the variation in ambient-air temperature with altitude 
at these heights. 

Load-Range Characteristics 

The assumptions used in the analysis to evaluate the effect of 
altitude and flight speed upon the range of ram-jet-powered aircraft 
are outlined in the appendix. The type of aircraft considered has 
a ram-jet engine located at each wing tip and the fuel is stored in 
the fuselage. It was assumed that the combined frontal area of the 
two engines was 12.5 square feet. A combustion efficiency of 
90 percent and the optimum combustion-chamber inlet velocity were 
also assumed. Performance curves similar to those shovffi in fig
ures V -2 and V -3 were used to obtain operating points gi vj.ng the 
longest range for the specified flight speed and altitude. In 
general, it was found that for the assumption used, the best ranges 
were obtained at fuel-air ratios from 0.03 to 0.05 and combustion
chamber inlet velocities from 180 to 400 feet per second. 

The thrust per unit engine frontal area, the thrust minus 
engine drag per unit engine frontal area, the net thrust specific 
fuel consumption, and the thrust per unit engine weight used in 
computing the ranges are shown in figure v-6. In estimating the 
engine weights, it was assumed tha.t the engine length-diameter 
ratio was 8 and skin thicknesses necessary to provide reasonable 
hoop stresses were calculated. At low flight speeds and high alti
tudes where the required skin thicknesses gave an engine weight 
lower than 700 pounds for a frontal area of 12.5 square feet, an 
engine weight of 700 pounds was used. 

The ratio of disposable load to gross weight and the initial 
fuel rate per mile per ton gross weight is shown in figure V-7 for 
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a range of flight Sl)esds from 1000 to 2500 m~ les per hour and a1 ti
tudes from sea. level to InCr, uOO feet. A K >~ r",.nge scale and 
'broken guid.e lines :i.ndj cating t he 1,ocRtion of the origin are marked 
for convenience ':'n est.:mating the range. It may be seen that 'the 
range i ncreases wi th a1 ti [jude and inci.'eases vTi th flight speed up 
to 2000 miles per hou::..~. At an al ti tude of 50,000 feet, the range at 
2500 m1l88 per hour is some'what lower than that at 2000 miles per 
hour; whereas, at an altitude of lOC,OOO feeJe , the raj,1ges at these 
two flight speeds are approx:!.ma+'el~r the same. At al ti tudes lower 
than 50 , 000 feet , the range at 2500 mHez per hour was found to be 
appreciably lower than that at 2000 miles psr hour. Although the 
engine efficiency and thrust Fer unit eng:ine frontal area increase 
as the flight speed increRses fro:!D. ~OOO to 2500 miles per hour, the 
improvement in engine :performance hI too srr.all to offset the 
increased pm.,er requirod for f l ight at the h':gber f li ght speed . 
At a flight speed of 2000 miles pei' hour} the rar~ge increases Irom 

·500 miles at'sea level to 3800 miles at an altitude of 100,000 feet . 
The large increase in range with increasing al tj.'tud.e occurs because 
of the lower air~lane drag at the higher alt.:.tudes due to the 
lower air denSity . 

The airplane gross weights calculated for the various fliGht 
conditions shown in figure V-7 are given in the following table~ 

~~--------A-l--t-i-t'-Ud-~ ~ ° 
(ft) 

Flight speed Gross weight 
(mph) (lb) 

1000 26,000 20, 000 11,700 
1500 I 73,000 63)200 40 , 800 

I--._;-,-~_g_g ______ l~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~: ~_g_g--,-_i_~_;_~_g--,g 
The effect of varying the airplane size upon the rangs has been 
investigated for a flight speed of 2000 miles per hour and an alti
tude of 50,000 feet. 'i'he airplane gross ,veight for the case orig
inal ly calculated for this flight condition (engine frontal area, 
12 . 5 sq ft) was 81,000 pounds . It 'vas found that by increasing the 
gross weight from 81 , 000 to 200 , 000 pounds the range was increased 
about 15 percent . A decrease in gross weight to 50,000 pounds 
decreased the range about 5 percent. 

--~ 
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The flight sreed gtving the longest range shmffi in fignre V-7 
(2000 :mph) is leplot'ted in fie;ure v··B to give a comparison with the 
tnrbojet and turbo-ram-jet e:':1gines. The range vl,-tain"lbJ.e with the 
ram jet at 2000 miles per hour and 50,000 feet is somevThat greater 
than that obtajnable at supersonic speeds at this altitu(le with 
either the turbojet or the turbo·ram jet engino) and is closely 
ap'proach6d. by the tv.rbo·-ram- jet eIJg:Lne o:a.ly at ~~he higher flight 
speed. (l80n mph) where the turbo--ram-jet engine is operating essen
tially as a ram jet because 01' tl'le low cO!Jl.preSS0r pressure ratio 
at this flight speed. . If ke:rosene hed been used as tbe fuel in 
the ram ·- jet calculations , as was done for the turbo-ram-jot engine, 
the ra..nge at 2000 miles per hour and 50,000 feet would have been 
appro:x.imateJ.y 5 percent greater than that shown in figures V-7 and 
V ··8 clue to the g!'ea tel' densi t;r of -che kerosene. 

- _. _---_._ - ---- - ----
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VI - TEE ROCKET ENGINE 

In this section of the report, the rocket power plant is briefly 
described, some of the perfol~ance parameters are discussed, and the 
use of this power plant in two of its many applications is considered. 
The first case to be considered is that of the rocket-powered pro
jectile; the second case is the use of the rocket power plant in 
an airplane. 

Description 

The rocket-propulsion system is probably the oldest and simplest 
propulsion system recognized. The rocket carries oxidant in addition 
to fuel and tbus has the unique characteristic of being entirely 
independent of the atmosphere for operation. 

The rocket power plant comprises essentially a rocket engine, 
consisting of a combustion chamber and a nozzle, and a propellant
(fuel .plus OXidant) supply system. The propellant-supply system may 
either be contained wholly within the combustion chamber (for example, 
as a solid material such as used in ordinary pyrotechnic skyrockets) 
or the system may consist of propellant tanks, valves, controls, 
injectors, and a pressurizing or a pumping system such as would be 
required for using liquid propellants. An example of a rocket power 
plant using liquid propellants, which is the type discussed in this 
part of the report, is the well-known German V-2 rocket power plant 
in which liquid oxygen and alcohol were supplied to the combustion 
chamber by means of high-pressure pumps. 

Performance Parameters 

Tbe rocleet-propulsion principle is diagrammatically illustrated 
in figure VI-I. In the combustion chamber of the rooket engine, the 
propellants react either spontaneously or after suitable ignition, 
releasing large amounts of heat energy and generating high-tempera
ture gases at a high rate. By expanding the high-temperature gases 
through the nozzle, a portion of the heat energy liberated in the 
combustion chamber is converted into kinetic energy of flow. The 
reaction to the momentum of the ejected gases results in the thrust 
that propels the rocket, or 

(1) 
g 
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wbere 

F t 1rust, ..;,ounds 

wf mass Tate flow of l)rope 1] ant, pounds } er second 

g conversion far-ljor, 32 . 2 pounds per slug 

ue effecti ve exhaust veloc ~.ty, feet iJer se .Jond 

Tbeoretically the effective eXflfl.Ust velocity diff ers from the 
axial vel,oeity at the center of the nozzle oxit by a factor that 
corrects for the ang:!.e of d.iver.]cnce ct of tbe nozzle and a J:ressure 
correction term t11at o.llo,.".s for any differen ... e existing bet"Teen the 
exi t and ambient pres su:;.'e 0 . For diver Gence angle s l1elow about 150 

and for small differences 'between the .noz z; le exi t and am'oj,ent pressures , 
the effective exhaust velocity is theoret i c<.111y yTi thin a fe'" percent 
of the axial velocity . 

The specific im~ulse I , 
engine performanco ~ar3meter8, 

yThicl) i s O':1e of tl1e primary roclcet
is defined as 

·F 
I = 

and iO, of course , t'lql'.al to ·'-le/S . 

The S;:18C:if'ic impulse is the rcc i:r::'ocal of tIle thrust specif:i,c 
pro::,Jellant consl1l'rption, in units of seconds ; therefore , for low 
values of specif ic ~rope llant consu!Jption , obviously higb values 
of specifiq impulse are desired. 

E(}uations ( 1 ) a nd (2) slloY! tbat t he thrust may be increased 

(2) 

ei tber by incrE)ao:Lng tbe luas s rate fJoi>T o~ propellant , "'hicb usu
ally requil'e s increa8ine tIle size of tbe rocket, or by increasing 
tbe effective exbaust veJoc::.ty. The effective exlJo.ust ve l ocity or 
s:pecific impulsE! i.s essentially a measure cf the hea t energy avail .. 
able for conversion into kinetic anerg y of flow and the efficiency 
of tho conversion . 

Tbe theoretical re~ntion for specific impulse de r 'i.ved on the 
basis of perfect Gas layTs and an isentro'>')ic expansir)Il tbrough the 
nozzle to ambient pressure i s 

----.--_.---- ------- , -
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(3) 

where 

R universal gas constant, 1545 foot-pounds per pound-mole per oR 

Tl combustion temperature, oR 

M molecular weight of p:::'oducts of combustion 

r ratio of specific beats 

Pl combustion-chamber pressure, pounds per square inch 

P3 nozzle-exit pressure, pounds per square inch 

Equation (3) indicates that to obtain high values of specific 
impulse the follm·ring properites would be desirable: high combus
tion temperatures, low molecular weight of the gases, high combustion
chamber pressures, low nozzle-exit pressures, and low ratios of spe
cific heat. The effect of these factors on specific impulse are 
shown in figure VI-2. Values of the quantity 

1- r -f 
I r 

6 = ~ ,'_1 - (P3 /Pl) r - 1 _ ! 

are shown plotted against pressure ratio pill'., for several values 
of r in figure VI-2(a). Values of the theoretical specific impulse 
I are sh01m as a function of Tl/M for several values of 6. The 
value of 6 increases with pressure ratio but the rate of increase 
is greatly reduced at the high pressure ratios . The value of 6 
also increases with decreasing values of r. Appreciable increases 
in specific impulse can be realized by increasing the value of 
Tl/M and, of course, the specific impulse increases with increasing 
values of 6. 

The V-2 rocket engine operated with a chamber pressure of approx
imately 300 pounds per square inch. (sea-level pressure ratio, 20) 
and a value of Tl/M of about 2500 R resulting in a theoretical 
specific impulse of about 245 pounds-seconds per pound. 
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In figure VI - 3 J theoretical va] ues of s~'ecjfic imyJUlse I and 
tbe produ.ct Id of si?ecifi.c j'1lpulse and Cleuf>ity of propellant are 
compared in a bar graph for several of the ,.,ell· known liquid pr0:gel
lants at a pressure ratio of 20 , Tlle values of I rellresent tbrnst 
:ger unit ,voight flo.; and the values of :r 0. re-;.n'esent tbrust l")er 
unit volume flow . Tbe cOmDal':ison of t'ne v'3.ll'GU oi' Id j s tmportant 
from the sta.lldpo:i . .nt of tbe sj.ze of the pn' peJ lail.t tanks required 
and its effect on the ",eigbt a!ld drag of the tar~ks . '1'bus, from tl1is 
consideration bydrocen oxye:;en, ;'Ti th a theoretical ,,-a1ue of I of 
about 350 pounds··secono.s per :po,..md 'is pro11a·bJy not better than the 
alcohol - oxygen mixture because of the 1m., value of Iel for bydl'ogen
oxygen . 

Other factors I of coul'se , huve to be consi..dered in tbe selection 
of a rocket propellant} amonG which are availab.i.li"ty , cost, handling , 
and storage characteristics . 

Rocket-Polvel'ed Pr0jectile 

The first a::>pl.ication of ths rocket rOofor plant considered is 
the rocl;:et-povTercd pro jectile . By far the greatest l")art of the 
range of a projectile, unl:i.ke an airplane, i s covered in free flight 
( coasting after the end of pm·rer) . The calcl.llati on of tbe range of 
a :projectile involves a d'3finite fljght pJ.an and a larGe number of 
detajls. In order to illuotrate the effect of somo of the variables 
on the maximum r ange of a }lro.:!8ctile on the eartb's surface, bm.,ever , 
the :problem may be sjm~11ified by assuming a ballistic tra 'ectory 
(neglig ible burning tilDe), and Ou .LlOglectJng tl1e drag of the projec
tile . Fjgure VI-4, based on these assumptions, shows values of s pecif ic 
impulse I plotted acainst the 'elecity of the projectile at the end 
of power for fc,ur r atios of the pro ellant weiGllt to tlle €,ross weight 
of the projectile . Included in this figu.re is an arproxlmate scale of 
the maximum range of the projectile on tbe earth 's 8urfaco . Figure VI - 4 
shows that the range increases vTi th about toe square of tbe s~"'eciflc 
impulse, that is, increasing tl1e s1)ccif:i.c impulse hy 50 :percent practi
cally doubles tbe range . 'rbis factor serves to 111ustra te further 
the J.m1)ortanco of increasing tbe s~6 cific impulse. The fact tbat the 
range of t:,e _lrojectilc veries vTi t~ about tho square of the specific 
impulse is an essential difference between a :projectilc and the air
~)lane to be conSidered, for ",hic l] rp:mge varieD wi tb a-oout tbe first 
pO.Ter of specific imrulse . 

Large .increases in range cal] also be realized by j.ncreasing the 
ratio of propellant Heigbt to gross weight. A Umi t exists, hovTcver , 
on the value of this ratio that can be attained ,vi tb a single rocket. 

- --.------.----~ 
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The V-2 rocket with ~ay load, for exam~le, had a propellant to gross 
weight ratio of about 0.65. A :possible method for increasing, in 
effect , this ratio is the step-rocket in which hlO or more rockets are 
joined as a unit. The rockets are arranged to burn consecutively and 
each step is discarded when exhausted of power. With step-rockets 
and available propellants, the velocity of the final step at the end 
of power could be about 5 miles per second or 18,000 miles T,1er hour, 
which as ino.icated in figu-::-e VI-4 would permit flight to any point on 
the earth's surf'ace or would permit establishing a permanent orbit at 
the earth's surface . With a velocity of approximately 7 miles per 
second or 25)000 miles per hour, the final step would escape from 
the earth ' s gravitational field. 

Rocket ~Powered Airplane 

In the second case of the application of the rocket power plant, 
a rocket-pow·ered airplane is considered. The general assumptions 
made concerning the airplane in tbe previous parts of this report 
and listed in the ap~endix were followed. The V-2 rocket engine and 
the following actual available data (reference 2) for this engine 
were used: 

Specific impulse, pounds - seconds per pound • 
Sea-level thrust , pounds 
Engine weight, pounds . ... 
lflaximum engine diameter, .. feet 

. . . . . 218 
60,000 

2235 
3.11 

In figure VI- 5 , the thrust per unit engine weight is shown 
plotted against altitude for the V-2 engine for the actual specific 
impulse of 218 pounds-seconds per pOill1d and a curve for a specific 
impulse of 300 pounds - seconds per pound is included for comparison. 
At a given altitude the thrust of the rocket engine, unlike the 
engines discussed in the previous parts of this report, is essentially 
constant and independent of flight speed. The thrust increases slightly 
with altitude as a result of the free expansion of the gases from the 
exit p:ressnre to ·the lower aJJlbient pressure at altitude. The thrust 
per unit engine weight ranges from about 27 to 31 pounds per pound 
for a specific impulse of 218 pounds-seconds per pound. These values 
compare with the following approxlmate values for the engines dis
cussed in the previous part's of this report operating at conditions 
for best range: 
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Engine 

Compound 
Turbine propeller 
Turbojet 
Turbo-ram jet 
Ram jet 

Thrust per unit 
engine weight 

(D/lb) 

0.6 
.7 

2.3 
7·5 
8.5 

NACA TN No. 1349 

It is thus apparent that the thrust per unit engine weight for the 
rocket is appreciably higher than that for any of the other engines. 

By increasing the specific impulse by approximately 37 percent, 
up to a value of 300 pounds - seconds per pound , the thrust and the 
thrust per unit engine weight of the rocket would be increased by an 
equal per centage . 

The thrust per l,mi t engine frontal area and the thrust specific 
propellant consumption for the rocket engine are plotted in figure VI-6 
as a function of altitude for sp8cific impulses of 218 and 300 .pounds 
seconds per pound . The thrust per unit engine frontal area (fig.VI-6(a)) 
for a specific impulse of 218 p01mds- seconds per pound ranges from 
about 8000 to 9000 pounds per square foot, as compared \vi th the follow
ing values for the engines discussed in the previous parts of this 
report o-perating at conditions for best range: 

Engine 

Compound 
Turbine ~ropeller 
Turbojet 
Turbo-ram jet 
Ram jet 

Thrust per unit 
engine frontal area 

(lb/sq ft) 

230 
265 
415 

1800 
2000 

The appreciably larger value of thrust per unit engine frontal 
area for the rocket is indicative of its compactness . This compact
ness, the large thrust ~er unit engine weight, and the simplicity of 
the rocket engine constitute some of the primary advantages of the 
rocket. These advantages, however, are obtained at the cost of a 
relatively high thrust specific propellant consumption, as shown in 
figure VI-6 (b ) because the rocket carries its entire working mass . Tbe 
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thrust specific propellant consum~)tion Sh01ID for the V-2 engine 
ranges from approx7.mately IG . r:: at sea level to 14.5 pounds per hour 
j!er j?ound at the higher altitudes, compared with the following values 
for the otber enc;ines operal;~ng at conditions for best range: 

-----"-'- ----l1'b':r;;:s-t specific' 
Engine I fuel consl'.rrrption 

----,---1-(lb/(hr)(lb)) 

Compound. _ I 0 . 22 
'l'urbl ne pro:?e 11er I .26 
Turbojet 1.6 
Turbo-ram jet ~ 2.2 
Ram jet 2.0 

'----
The load-range characteristics of the rocket-powered airplane 

are shown in figure VI-·7 . The disposabJe load in pounds per pound 
gross airpla~1e weight :i.s plotted against the inj tial propellant rate 
in pounds Jler mi le per ton gross airplane weight for several constant 
altitudes and supersoni c flioht speeds. Also included in this figure 
are a K X range scale and broken lines indicating the location of 
the origin for convenience in estimating the range. This range, 
lmlike that for the projectile is, of course, only for the :?owered 
flight . 

Inasmuch as the diameter of the engine was less than that of the 
propellant tanks (fuselage ) , it was assumed that the engine could be 
placed in rear of the fuselage and hence, the drag of the engine was 
taken as zero . In addition, only the wave drag of the front of the 
fuselage .las used in calculating wave drag. 

At sea level , increasing tbe fliel1t speed ra:?idly increases the 
initial propellant rate and consequently decrease8 the range. At an 
alti tude of 100,000 feet) hm'lever , increasing the flight speed decreases 
the initial propellant rate and hence increases the range. At altitudes 
between these values there is a transition in the effect of speed on 
range . These differences in the effect of s,eed on range occur because 
the rredominant drag is from the fuselage at low altitudes and from 
the ",ings at high altitudes. For the conditions presented, the change 
in the disposable load, as for the ram jet, is small compared with the 
other engines. 

At an altitude of 50,000 feet and a flight speed of 2000 miles 
per hour , a gross airplane weight of about 365,000 pounds was obtained. 
In order to illustrate the effect of gross vreight on range this con
dition vTaS recalculated to give gross weights of apprOXimately 200,000 
and 50 , 000 pounds by as summing that the weight and the thrust of the 
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engine varied with the square all<1. the cube, res;""lectj.vely, of the 
engine diameter. The ]Joints are incUcatecl by s;ymbols in figure VI - 7. 
It is shoiv.n that by changing the gross weight from 200,000 to 
50,000 pounds the disposable load io changed by a negligible amount 
and the range is decreased. by about 15 percent . 

The follOifing table lists the C1.p:proxi.mate values of gross air
plane weight for the various al.titude and flight-SI)ef!l<1. conditions 
considered: 

""-~ Altitude I 0 :')0,000 50 ,000 ; 100, 000 I 
~ (ft) I, 

" , t------<---------,~...,.....-'-----. ., 

Flight speed (lb) I ~ 
Gross weigbt I 

(mpb ) : 

1000 234, SOO 377 J 600 i 440,200 : 482,500 ! 
2000 98,300 249,000 \365,600 !474,200 \ 

a' I 2000 ------ ----- -.- 200 000 1-------
J b ' 1 

2000 --- .. --- ------- ~O,OOO 1------- . 
3000 46;70) 158,900 292,000 I 462,900

J
1 

'5000 \ 17,50~0,000 177,300 1434 , 900 

aEngine thrust , 40,000 lb; eYlgine weight, 1550 lb. 

bEngine thrust , 11 , 200 lb; engine weigbt, 670 lb. 

The best operating condition shown for the rocket is a flight 
sneed of 5000 miles per hour and an altitude of 100 ,000 feet. At 
this condition, the disposable load is 0.695 pound ~er pOlmu gross 
weight , the initial propellant rate is 0.91 pound. per ton-mile gross 
weigbt , and the indicated range is 1387 miles 

Com?arison and Ap~lication 

For purposes of comparing the rocket engine with the jet engines 
discussed in the previous parts of this re:;;ort, conditions at a fligbt 
speed of 3000 miles per hour and altitudes of 50,000 and 100 ,000 :feet 
were chosen for the roc}:et engi ne . The ccmparison is SbOiv.n in figure VI-B 
for the rocket, the ram-jet, the turbo-ram-jet, and the turbojet engines 
in a plot similar to that of fisure VI-7. Tbe disposable load is slightly 
higher for the rocket than for the ram jet but the initial propellant 
rate has be~n increasod .,ith a consequent decrease in raIl;3e. The rocket 
ungine therefore vIOuld have a:?plications in 11igh- s:?eed, short-range 
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air:91a,nes wbe:ce low engtne weight, com:pactness, and simplicity of tbe 
engine are at a premium and propellant consumption is a secondary 
consideration . 

In addition to tbe ability of tbe rocket engine to provide pro
pulsion outside the eartlJ ' s atmosphere, tbe rocket is unique in pro
viding enormous amounts of tllrust from a simple and compact unit, and 
tbus is applicable in cases such as pOl.eri.ng artillery-tY.'Je projec
tiles, missiles such as the V··2 , and auxiliary pO.Ter for airplanes, 
~ilotless aircraft, and missiles . 
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for several liqald propellants. Pre ssure ratIo, 20. 
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DISCUSSImT OF PCSITIOl'! OF SIX I\IRCRAFT -PROPUlSION 

SYS'I'EMS IN SPEE".D -RANGE SPECTRUM 

The thrust per unit ene,ine frontal area, thrust per milt engine 
weight, specir'j.c fueJ consmnpt.ion, load-carrying capacity, fuel
con8umption rate per ton-m:'le, and range for the various power plants 
anal~Tzed are discussed in detail in the individual parts of this 
repOJ~t . In t~is section a recapitulation is maJ.e of the performance 
of the var~ous propulsion syste~s on tDe oasis of their position in 
plots of disposa"ble load against. fuel l"E..te per ton-mile and range. 
Each point i n theee Dl ots :i.s a design point, that is, the engine is 
assumed to be designed specifically for the operating conditions 
corresponding to th3.t point . 

The disposable load per pound of airplane gross ,·might is plotted 
against initial fnel rate per ton-mile (ba8ed on gross weight of 
airplane ) in figure D- l for slwsonic flight for two cases : 

( a ) Constant lift-drag ratio condition: A constant lift-drag 
r atio of 13 for the airplane (minus nacelle ) was assumed at all 
flight cond~tions ( fig . D-l( a)) . 

(b) Limit j.ng wing-J_oading concLition: A lift-drag ratio of 18 
was assumed only ~or flight conditions for which the resulting wing 
l oading is 80 pOlli1ds per square foot or lessj for other flight con
ditions, the value of the lift -drag ratio ioTaS reduced to give a wing
l oading value of 80 pounds per s quare foot (fig. D-l(b)). The val ues 
of lift -drag r atio for this case are shown in figure D-2. 

The disposable load in figure D-l includes the weight of fuel 
plus tanks and the pay- load \.,ejgnt . The values on the K x range scale 
shown were obtainec by computing the ratio of the disposable load to 
the initial fuel rate per ton-mile multiplied by a factor of 2000 
pounds per ton to correct for the difference in units between the 
ordinate and abscissa and divided by 1 .1 to adjust the range for the 
weight of fuel tanks. The factor K corrects for the variat;on in 
fuel rate per ton -mile during the fl ight . It is defined as the rati.o 
of the ave r age to the initi:li fuel r ate per mile per ton of initial 
gross weight. The value of K depends on the flight plan a~d the 
gross weight of the airplane at the start ~nd at the end of flight. 
It may be computed for a large number of flight. plans by means of 
equation (A9) of the appendix . Illustrative values of K, determined 
from the Breguet range equation (equation (A13)) :'n which it is 
assumed that the flight is lL.ade at a const:lnt lift-drag ratio and con
stant specific fuel consumption ( lb /hp-hr), are Sl10wn by the curve 
on the left side of figure D-l. From the abscissa of this graph} the 
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va] ue of K cC'rrespC'nding to a valle C'f t he ordinl.te e<lual to the 
ratio of the fuel load consuIDecL :.n flight to the initia l gross weight 
of the airylane can be read. 

Illustrative Ci.u'ves are shown for the compound, the turbine 
propeller, the turbo ~et } and the turbo-r·am.- jet engines . '1lhe curves 
for the turcine -propeller e.nd eomp01md enGines overla?ped and to 
avoid confusion the parts of the curves of ec.ch engine ware deleted 
in the c.-egion , .... here th3.t engine gave lowe:c disposable load than the 
other for the same flight speed. and fuel r e.te per ton-mile . The max
imum range at each 0:ne1'ating :point j s obtained .Then the total d5 .. s
posable load. is assumed to be fue.l . The value of K x range corres
ponding to this condi ti n is 01)ta in3d by dra,ving a st~aight line 
through the origin 8.ll(l t:r.e aes :Lr3d llibht cO:ld.i-::'ion to the K ,< range 
scale. Such a line is illustl'cted in i':igw~e D-l(a) f or the compound 
engine at a flight speed of 200 miles per hour and. an 9.1titude of 
30) 000 feet . It is noted that for these cond:i.tions the value of 
K X range is approx:'mately 7)~·OO mFes , By reading horizontally 
from the value of the ratio of disposable load to gross ,.,eight, a 
value of K of 0.74 is obtained from the curve on the left side of 
the figure, When this value of K is d_ivided into K x range) it 
gives the value of range of 10, 000 miles. For a shorter range it is 
possible to carry a pay 103.0. and the division between fuel and pay load 
can be read from this fi~e. For example , f or a vo.lue of K X range 
of 2000 miles, as illustrated in figure D-l( 3.), the vertical distance 
from the point corresponding to a desired flight condition to the 
line that connects K X range = 2000 to the origin is the pay load 
per pound of gross weight, and_ the remai nder of the vertica l distance 
tothe abscissa is the fuel load (including ~ank ) in pounds per pound 
of gross weight. The value of K is dete1'ID.ined from the left-hand 
curve corresponding to this value of fuel load (including tank) per 
airplane gross weight. Fuel reserve for emergency must) of course) 
be deducted from the pay 100.0.. 

The structural ,leight and the engine weight per unit of initial 
gross weight of the airplane can also be read from figure D-l , The 
distance from unity to 0.6 represents the structural weight per unit 
gross weight because it vlas assumed in the preparation of this chart 
that the structural weight pe r unit gross weight vTas 0 .4. The verti
cal distance from the structural weight line (0.6 ordinate in fig . D-l) 
to any 'desired operating point gi\re s the value of the installed engine 
weight (including propeller fer the propeller-type engines) per unit 
of airplane gross weight. 

The effect of a change in t he assumptions with regard to the 
structural weight or the engine weight can readily be seen in this 

I 
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figm.'e. For example .. if the structural weight per nni t gross weig:tt 
is decreased from 0.4 to 0.3, the improvement is directly reflected 
as an equal increase in disposab~e load, that is, each pcint in fig
ure D-l is raised by an amount of 0 .1. 

The effect of a reduction in engine vTeight is introduced by 
r eoucing the vertical dlstance from the operating point to the struc
tural weight line (0 ,6 in fig. D-l) by an amount equal to the per
centage reduction in installed engine welght. It is noted that for 
the compound engine and the tLlrbine-propeller engine a reduction in 
weight at high flight speeds has e. greater bene.ficlal effect on the 
range of the aj.rplane than the same percentage red uction in engine 
weight at a lo~,r flight speed . The effect of a 40-percent reduction 
in weight of the turbine-propeller engine (including propeller) at 
a flight speed of 500 miles per hour is illustrated in figure D-l(b) 
by the dashed cur e labeled A, ,.,hich was obtained by moving the 
solid curve for 500 miles per hour for this engine vertically in the 
manner just described . 

The effect of a change in specific fuel consumption from the 
values used in the preparation of figure D-l can be introduced by 
c:tanging the abscissa values proportionally to the c}1aDGe in specific 
fuel consu:nptions . The valt:es of engine weight per ur. "'.. t thrust and 
specific fuel consumptions used in tile preparation of tne summary 
fiBures can be obtained from the individual parts of this report. 

The effect of a change in lift ·drag ratio LID (airplane minus 
nacelles) can be indicated in figure D-l for any given oper~ting 
point by moving the point along a line passing through the operating 
point and point X (located at the coordinates abscissa = 0, ordin
ate = 0.6) on the basis that the distance of the operating point 
from point X is inversely proportional to the value of LID. The 
points in figures D-l(a) and D-l(b) at the same operating condition 
for a given engine therefore fallon a common line paBsing through 
point X. 

The ef.fect of change in the ratio r of nacelle drag to engine 
thrust can be indicated in a similar manner on the basis t~lat the 
distance from the operating point to point X is inverse ly pY'Jpor
tional to 1 - r . For example, the effect of shifting to a completely 
submerged installation (r = 0) can be obtained by movinG tllO oper
ating point in figure D-l toward point X a distance propo~'~:onal to 
the corresponding value of r used in the preparation of f 19ure D-1. 
The values of r corresponding to the operating condit~on9 of fig
ure D-l can be obtained from the curves in the indivi(tual pal'~s of 
this r eport . Points B) C) and D in figure D-l(b) were obta::'ned in the 
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manner just descrjbecl and ilhw t.rate the effect of a shift t o a com
]?letely submerged installation f or the cOTll]?olmd, turbojet , and turbine
]?ropeller engines, resJ?8ctively, for the highest speed shown for each 
of these engines at the best a=_titude, as shown in the follmoling t able : 

P oint I Engj ne tYre·-'--T~TJ;;d-:-.npl; TAl tit ude, ft -B'1COI!l.PO'..Uld L-I 500' 40,000-
C Turbine propeller 500 30,000 

-..P-J Turbojet 550 50,:-) 0_0_0 __ 

The importance of submerging the enC;ine for high-speed flight is 
evident . 

Examination of equations (A5) and (A7) reveals the bas is f or the 
foregoi ng discuss ion on shifting the position of the curves in figure D-l. 

For high flight. speeds at low altitude, the condition of a con
stant lift -drag r atio L/D of 18 (fig. D-l(a)) imposes wi ng loadings 
far above the values currently used. The limited wing-loading condition 
(fig. D -l(b)) is in some respects the more ]?ractical condition in that 
it takes cogntzance of the ta~e-off and lan.ding problems. It should 
be noted, however, that the performance shmm in figure D-l( a ) for the 
constant lift-drag ratio consid.ered is possible even in the high wing
loading range if specia'. means are provideu. for take -off , such as t ake 
off from a mother ship at high speeds. 

When flight speed is decreased or altitud,e is increased> a region 
of operation is reached where the lift-drag r atio of 18 can be obtained 
with a wing loading of 80 pounds per square foot or less . In this 
region the curves of figure D-l(b) agree with the corresponding curves 
of figure D--l( a ) . Outside of this region in the case of figure D-l(b), 
the lift-drag ratio must be reduced. to meet the wing-loading condition 
with the result that a decrease in disposable load and increase in 
fuel rate per ton-mile is obtained with respect to the corresponding 
flight condition i n figure D-l( a ) . The variation of the lift-drag ratio 
to meet the limiti ng wing-loading condition is shown in figure D-2. 
The adverse effect of the wing-loading limitation incre e.ses with 
increase in s]?eed and decrease in altitude. Hence, with the wing
loading limitation it is necessary to fly at high altitudes to achieve 
long range at high speed.s. 

It is noted that of the engines considered the compound engine 
provides the lowest fuel r ate per ton-mile. The cruise performance 
for this engine (engine B]?eed, 2200 rpm; inlet-manifold pressure, 
40 in . lig absolute; fuel-air r atiO, 0 . 063) was used in the preparation 
of figure D- l . The greatest range shown in figure D-l for the compound 
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engine occurs at moderd.te-to-high altitudes Rnd at the lowest speed 
investig8.ted. (200 !l1P:b..) • '.rho cHsrosable load of the compound engine 
decreasAs and the fUE;l rate!:ler ton"mile increases as the flight 
sreed is increasea. . For high flight sl1eells , it is th8refore neces
sexy to replace the CC!l1:PO'..lllct engine by a lig!lter and smallel' 
frontal -area engine per 1Lltt thrnst in order to restore the dis
posable load to a high value. In bhe model'ate al tHude range (that 
is, between 15,000 and 30,000 ft delJending on s:geed), the turbine
propeller engtIle shows better performance than the compour:d engine 
at all speeds (fig . D-l) . This superiority in performance is the 
resu~ t of the 1m'ler weight and smaller frontal area per unit thrust 
of the turbine -propelle~ engine at these altitudes. 

Because of the leduction in po-,rer of the tlU'bine-propeller 
engine with increase in altitude, in cont::.'ast to the compound engine 
(,-Thich is superc;:;'arged) .. the veig:b.t and the frontal area of the 
turbine··propeller engine pe r unit power exceed. that of the compound 
engine at lligh altit"des . At high speeCLs it is advuntageous to 
operate at high altitudes jn order to obtain a high lift-drag ratio 
of the airplane cons i stent with a limited wing loading (fig. D-2). 
Hence, because it mai nta ins its 11m.;er to :nigh altitude, the com
pound engine is capable 0: greater range than the turbine-propeller 
engine at high speed.s. (Compare for eXaID-ple , the curves for 500 mph 
for the corrlpound engine fuJ.d turbine -propeller engine in fig. D-l(b)). 

This analysis is based on a considerJ.tion of the weighto and 
performance of current engines and propellers. The turbine-1?rOpeller 
engine is of recent development and large reductions in weight 
:per unit thrust rna;y be achieved in tr.e future. S:pecial pro:pellers 
may be developed that will provide h:gher efficiency at high speed 
than the propeller used in this analysis. When these improvements 
are realized the turbine-propeller engine may be suitable for 
much higher speed operation than 1nCLicated in the present analysis . 
For example) the dashed curve in figure D-l(b) labeled A ahows 
the performance that may be obtained at 500 miles per hour if the 
weight of the turbine-propeller engine (including propeller) is 
recluced 40 percent . This analysis is limited to 8. disGussion of 
the engines on the bas is of present performance and weiehts, and 
no attempt is made to predict such future possibilities . 

For both engj.nes utilizing -propellers) the disposable load per 
ton of gross weight decreases rapid_ly and the fuel rate per ton
mile increases with an increase in flight speed. The fuel rate per 
ton-mile for the turbojet engine, however, decreases with increase 
in flight speed because of t he attendant increase in propulsive 
efficiency . For very hi gh speeds (550 mph and higher ), the range 
with the turbojet engine for the limiting wing-loading condition 
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(fig . D-l (b)) exceeds thA.t fo r the engjnes utiltzing propellers. As 
compared with the COffil'OUi1.d and tu:'~bi:le-propeller engines, the we ight 
and the front,al area per unit thrust of tha turbo,iet engine is low; 
hence , the disposl3.ble load per lmit gross a:irplane weight is high. 
For short r ange operation at hi gh speed, the load ' cal'rying capacity 
of the turbojet engine is therefore gt'e'3.ter than for the t ,;.!o engines 
using propeller s . 

In the case of the turbojet eng ';.ne with constant lift-drag ratio 
(fig . D-l(a))j the range is nearly independent of altitucej whereas 
the r ange decreases r apidly with decrea se in altitude with the wing 
loading limitat i on 80 pounds per square foot (fig, D-l(b)). For a 
constant altHude of 30,000 feet , 1t is noted in figure D-l(b) that 
as speed is increased the range l"rs~ increases, reaches a maximum 
at a flight speed sliGhtly greater t:':lan 400 miles per hour, and then 
decreases with f urther increase in fj5ght speed . The increase in 
range with flight speed up to the maximum range is the result of the 
increased propulsi ve efficiency of the jet engine with speed . Maxi 
mum range occurs at the po int at which the reducti on in lif t-drag 
ratio introduce d by the '..ring-load' ng limi tati0n offsets the increase 
in propulsive efficiency. The r eduction in range with increase in 
speed beyond this poi.nt is the r esult of the further reduction i n 
the l ift-dr ag ratio required to meet the limiting wing-loading con
dition. At an altitude of 50,0(0 feet , the Eft-drag ratio of 18 
does not result in the wing -loading limitation being exceeded at any 
speed over the range shown and there is a progressive increase in 
range with increase in speed. 

The t urbo -ram- jet engine provide s a small increase in o.isposable 
load with respect to t he turbojet engjne again at the cost of an 
appreciable increase in fuel rate per ton-mile, with the result that 
the maximum rallge is less than that of the turbojet engine. The 
turbo -ram-jet engine can be converted to a turbojet engine merely by 
'shutting off the fuel flow to the tail pipe and. adjusting the exit 
nozzle ar ea . The tail -pipe burner can be turned on when boost power 
is desired. The turbo - ram - jet engine shows a decrease in fuel r ate 
per ton -mile and an increa se of r ange '\oTi th increased flight speed . 

The r esults of the analysis at supersonic speeds for a turbojet 
engine, a turb o- ram-je t engine, a ram-jet engine, and a rocket engine 
are s~~arized in figtrre D-3 . In the case of supersonic flight, the 
front"l.l area was kept at a minimum . The fuselage volume was taken 
as that sufficient to house t he disposable load. on the assumption 
that the entire disposable load ha s the denisty of fuel; the drag of 
the fuselage was computed in each case on this basis . The rocket 
engine was assumed to be located in the rear of the fuselage ; where a s 
t he other engines were assumed to be housed in separate nacelles in 
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the 'wj ng and the drdg of the nacelles 1N'US talwn into accm..mt. The 
wing '''as assumed t ,o have a cm).stant lift-drag ratio of 7. T:le ratio 
of the structUl'al we';'g.ht to g:;.~OSI-) weight was taken &s 0.3. 

The m:ucimum ranp;e, as in the previ us figures, is o'!Jt8.ir1ed by 
d...rawing a straJg.ht liIle from the origin through the ope:::at.ional 
point desired. to the K x range scale. 'l':le val:.l.e of K f0:.' the 
su:r;ersonj.c airplanes is close to uni 1:y Cbetwee:l 0.9 and. 1. 0 for 
most poiuts in fig. D- 3) 'because the wing drag in the r,mge of con
ditions shown is small compere<'l. 'N'Hh the 8 1llTl of tLe f'J.selage a..."1d 
n'1celle d.rag; hence, there is li t-sle ch'mge in drag of -Lile airplane 
with consumption of fuel and. little cha::1ge in the fuel rate por 
mile experienced. duri.ng a given f1igllt. F or any range less than the 
maximum range, the p:1y load C:111 'be deterrn' : led. in the lllbnner described 
in the discussion of fignr8 D,-I. The strw ... tur2.1 ,,'eiGht ana.. the 
engine weight can be read from figure D-3 iL the manrillr described 
for figure D··l . The remarks on the deterrni.nation of the effects of 
variation of structu-ral "might and engine ,,,eight made in COIl."lection 
with figure D-l are approximately true for figure D-3. 

For the turbojet engine, the fuel rate per ton-mile decreases 
with increase in altitud.e, but does not change greatly with speed 
for a constant altitude for the range of conditions shown in fig
ure D- 3. The disposabJe load, however, increases "lith speed, For 
each point in figure D-3, the presnure r a tio of the turbojet engine 
was tdken 2.S that value '''hi ch gave the m8.Ximum thrust pel~ unit a ir 
flO\" . The compressor pressUl.'e ratio decreased .,i th increased speed 
and approached the value of 1.0 at 1400 miles per hour. At this 
speed the turbo,jet approached a ram jet in operation; however, the 
combustion- chamber temperature limit was maintained at 15400 F. 

I n the turbo -rarn - jet engine by burning additional fuel in the 
tail pipe to temperatures much _ ig11er than 15400 F, it vas possible 
to obtain conSiderably more thrust per unH engine weigh-c and hence 
the disposable load increased over that of the turbojet. In this 
engine the compressor pressure ratio vas likewise chosen to give 
maximum thrust per unit of air flow and decreased vith increa se in 
flight speed. The compressor pressure ratio approached a value of 
1 . 0 at a flight speed of 1800 miles per hour and at this speed the 
turbo - ram- jet engine approached a ram jet in operation. 

In the case of the ram-jet engine, the r 2.nge increased wj. th 
increase in flight speed and altitude for conditions investiga ted. 
A nlwber of flight speeds and a~titudes are consjdered in the sec
tion on the ram jet. In order to avoid confUSion, only one flight 
speed (2000 mph) is sho.ill in figlITe D-3; the location of the points 
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at 30,000 and 51),000 feet are indicated. It is not.ed that the ram- jet 
engi_ne gives better perform3.nce thar. the turbo-ram-jet or the turbojet 
eng1ne and is appr')ac~1ed_ by only the t l1rbo -ram" jet engine when that 
engine approaches a rarr. jet j n ope:r.atlun, that is, when the compressor 
pressure r a tio approaches 1. O. '1'he ram-jet engine bas the disadvantage 
that at take-off the thrust ~s zero . ']'he tur-c:.>-ram-jet engine has 
the advantage of provi6j_ng guod performal1ce at high speeds and having 
appreciable thrust to assist in take-off. 

The perfonnance of the air::lane e<lutpped ·t1ith the r ocke t engine 
varies with altitude and flight speed ar.a. is discussed in detail in the 
section on the rocket engine. 01')e CUl~Ve for a flight speed of 3000 miles 
~er hour is shown in figm~e D- 3 with the points for 100,000 and 50,000 
feet indi::::ated . Because of its ~igtte:.· weight :per unit thrust but 
higher sp~cific propellant co:c.s".nllptioll, the l'octet engine pl'ovides a 
slightly h1g11er clisrosable load but cons icler£ bly shorter range than 
the ram- jet engine. The rocket engine cmmot compete with other engines 
on the basis of long-range airc:i.~aft operation, but it d_oes have appli 
cation ;Eor short -r a nge operation ,.,There its simplicity and lightness of 
weight are import~~t considerations. 

In conclusion, it is agai_~ emphasized that these charts are not 
intended to be applied to the general selection of power plants for 
specific air craft design problelns, but are intended merely to provide 
perspective. For any specific aircraft design problem, a separate 
analysis is re<luil'ed with assunrQtions and conditions that accurately 
apply . 

Flight Propulsion Research Labora tory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, OhiO, April 21, 1947. 

---------~-
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APPENDIX - GENER~ ASSUMPTIONS 

In order to insure a faJ.r compari6on of all the engine types 
considered, components used by more thfu~ one engine were assumed 
to have equal efficiencies on each of the engines. For example, 
for all the engines) the inlet diffuser ,.,ras assumed to recover 
90 percent of the dynamic pres8ure in the subeonic speed range; 
in the supersonic speed. ra.~1ge, the ratio of the total pressure at 
the diffuser exit to the total free-stream total pressure Pd/Po 

59 

was assumed to vary with Mach number Me in the following manner: 

Mo 1.0 1 . 5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

Pd/Po 0 . 960 0 . 957 0.937 0.877 0.802 0.717 

The nacelle drag in the subsonic speed range was based on 
maximum nacelle cross-sectional area and the drag coefficient Cn 
varied with Mach number MO in the following manner: 

Mo 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

CD 0.0556 0.0556 0.0560 0.0580 0.0655 

In the supersonic speed range, the nacelle drag was evaluated 
by considering the drag as composed of two components, one due to 
skin friction and the secon~ due to wave formation. The skin
friction drag coefficient vTaS assumed to have a value of 0.003 
based on wetted area ru!d the wave drag was found as the product of 
the incompressible velocity head q, twice the maximum cross
sectional area minus the nacelle-inlet and the nacelle-exit area, 
and the wave-drag coefficient CD IJ values of which are given in 

J 
the following table: 

Mo 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

CD I 0 . 10 0.129 0.106 0.086 0.074 0.064 0.054 
J 

For the propeller engines, the propeller efficiency ~p was 
assumed to vary with flight Mach number Me in the following 
manner: 

MO .0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.70 

The propeller weight was assumed to vary with engine shaft 
power, flight velocity; and altitude, where a sufficiently large 

l 
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propeller was pro idAd to RttA.in the prupeller efficiencies listed 
in the p'.'8ceding table . Por the high -velocity} low-altitude cdses , 
these prope11ers are pI\)ba-oJy In, .. (~.e-luate for -:.uke-oI'f conditions. 
For a shaft outp lt of 2000 hors6pow'er, the follovTing propellel' 
wej.e;hts were used: 

For other shaft powers) the propeller weight 
the 0.8 power of the shaft powor 

WpJl = (hPl )0.8 
'ltl 2 hP2 p, 

varied as 

(AI) 

For all turbine-type engines, a compressor efficiency of 85 per·· 
cent and a turbine efficiency of 90 percent were used. The effi 
ciencies were based on total temperatures and pressures . The steady
flow combustion chambers used in turbine~type engines were assumed 
to be 95 per cent efficient, and the tail-pipe burner of the turbo 
ram- jet e~gine and the ram-jet combustion ch~ber were assQ~ed to 
be 90 percent efficient. 

In determining the perfo:cm:mce of aircraft using the various 
engines, several assumptions had to be made concerning the aircraft 
itself. The aircraft gross weight was considered to consist of 
engine weight, fuel weight, structural weight) and pay load. The 
engine "Teight was assumed to include engine accossories and propel
ler. In the subsonic case, the structural wei@lt, which included 
nacelles and control -equipment weight but nm:; fuel tank weight, 
was assumed to be 40 percent of the gross airplane weight. The 
tank "Teight was assumed to be 10 percent of the fuel .weight . The 
maximum lift -drag ratio of the subsonic airplane (minus nacelle 
drag) was assumed to be 18. In cases where the wing loading was 
limited to 80 pounds per square foot, the lift-drag ratio for any 

---,~ -.---- l·~r~. --·-- -- ---- --
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opel'ating condition was found 8.Flsumjng the profile-drag coefficient 
of the ail'crai't 1688 nacel.les to be 0.019 J while the maximum Uft
drag ratio for the 8.ircraft rema.ined at lS. 'I'his is equivalent to 
the assumption of an. effecti'lTe aspect ratio of 7.S4. For these 
assunptions, the lift-d.rag ratio can be maintainecl at IS for flight 
conditions 'with a value of q less than J.17.0 pounds per square 
foot with the wing load:i.ng oeloy, SO pounds :per square foot. For 
higher values or q) the Yiing loading was neld constant at 
80 pound.s per square foot and. the lift-dr.ag :'Catio 'I.las reduced 
below IS in accordance ',ri th the follo";'rir..g equation: 

LID = 0.0002375 q + ~~4S (A2) 

With these assumptions as to tbe a.ircraft characteristics and 
wi th a knowledge of engine perfOI1lJance} aircraft load-range 
characteristics may be fotmd. The disposable load per unit nacelle 
frontal area is 

0.6Wg - We 
= A (A3) 

where 

A nacelle frontal area, sq ft 

Wd total disposable load, lb 

Wg gross weight of airplane, Ib 

We power-plant weight (including propeller), Ib 

Ws structural weight of ai !'p lane , 0.4 Wg , Ib 

The aircraft gross load per unit nacelle frontal area is 

Wg (F - tn) LID 
-= (A4) 
A A 

where 

F net thrust of engine, lb 

Dn nacelle drag, lb 

LID lift-drag ratio of airplane without nacelles 
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From equatlons (A3) and (A4), the ratio of die,posable to gross 
load i s 

(AS ) 

which determ: nes the ordinate of the s fbsonic l oacl -r'a:lge cu~·ve. 

The absc::'ssa is found. as follovfs: 

(A6) 

where 
, 

wf initial fuel rate, lb/mile 

wf fuel 1'10'0'1, Ib/hr 

Vo flight s peed , mph 

From equations (A4 ) and (AS» the abscissa of the l oad-range 
curve is 

(A7) 

When all of t he di sposable load is considered as fuel and tank load, 
the range is a maximum and this indic,ated maximum r ange is dotermined 
as the r atio of the ordinate to the abscissa on the load. -range cur -.,re , 
wi th a factor of 1.1 included to account for tank vreight " The range 
factor KR is obtained from equations (A5) and (A7) as 

Wd/Wg 
KR = miles 

'vf I /Wg 1.1 
(AS ) 

An exact evaluation of K, which is the ratio of the average 
to initial fuel rate per mile per ton initlal gross weight, involves 
the complete flight plan as well as the engine and aircraft char 
acteristics, If it is assumed that the thrust power specific fuel 
consumption of the engine and the drag-lift ratio of the airplane 

----- -- ---_. 
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vary linearly yTi th the airpl ana grO[!S ' .... eight j the general value 
of K in terms of initia.l and. final condi tions can be derived: 

where 

(D/L)O 

(D/L )l 

6 (D/L ) 

i nitial drag- lift ratio , lb/lb 

final dre,g - lift ratio, lb/lb 

init:"al th·~'',;.et power specific fuel consumption, 
lb fUG1/t.:lJ'"1J.s"t. hp·-hr 

fina.l ·~.h]'"J.st, pow'e!' specific fuel consumption, 
lb fuel/thruG"G hp-hr 

6f f 0 - flJ lb fuel/t:u'ust hp-hr 

Wo initial aircraft gross weight, lb 

i-ll final aircraft gross weight, lb 

t:,W fuel burned = Wo - 1fTl, lb 

If the drag-lift ratio 8~d the thrust power specific fuel 
consumption remain cons :;a:lt d:lring the flight equat:"on (A9) 
reduces to 
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(A9) 

K = 
/ 6F\ 

(A10) 
-log ,1 - .. .,....- . 

e. Wo I 
\ ,: 

~. ____ WhiCh would also fOllO~ from the Brsguet range equation. 
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If e<luivalent values Esea in the ana~ysis axe sUDstitut ed in 
this e<luat lon, the simplified K at:. used on the load-range curves 
is found . 

where the disposable load i s all fuel and tanks 

K 

= H 13 

1 Wd 
l"lW~ 

/ 1 Wd) -loge (I - - - - .. 
\ 1. 1 Wg 

(All) 

(A12) 

(A13) 

It is to be noted that t:,W is not equal to Wd . This 5.8 because 
the f uel tank we i ght was includ.ed in the disposab l e load; but inas
much as the tanJts were not considered expendable) t:,W vas taken 
as e<lual to the fue l load only (i ~ 1 Wd)' The value of K c omputed 

from e<luation (A13) is plotted to t he left of the ordinate waidg 
for all subsonic load-range figures . 

For conditions where less than t he maxim1lm range is r e<lui r ed , 
all of the disposab le load is not used for fuel and tanks . In 
these cases , the ratio of fuel plus tank weight to initial gr oss 
weight is e<lual to K X range times the ratio of initial f uel 
rate per mile to t he initial gr oBs weight. 

This va l ue can be obtained graphically on the load-range plot 
by drawing a vertical line thr ough the operating point and another 
straight line joining the origin to the desired value of K X range . 
For this range, the vertical dista~ce from the intersection of 
these two lines to the abscissa gives the desired value of fuel 
(plus tank) weight per unit inHial airplane gross weight . The 
K curve previonsly described is entered at the ordinate of this 
intersection to determine the corresponding value of K. 

In the suuersonic case, the structural weight (less tank 
weight ) was as~umed to be 30 percent of the gross weight and the 
fuel -tank wei ght to be 10 percent of the fue l weight. The lift
drag ratio of the supersonic wing (L/D)w ... :as assumed to be 7, 

and the fuselage drag -ras calculated i n the same manner a8 the 

- --. ---------- ~--,-~-------
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supersonic nacelle drag . The fuselage size was determined by 
making the fuselage large enough to hold the maximum amount of 
fue l tha.t could be carried at each operating condition. The 
fuel W"as assumed to have a density of 50 pounds per cubic foot 
for the turbine engines y 45 pounds per cubic foot for the ram 
jet , and 62.4 pounds per cubic foot for the rocket. The fuse
lage volume was found by assuming the fuselage to be a cylinder 
with conical ends with a.n included angle of 200 , the over-all 
fuselage fineneGS ratio being 12. For control voltwe in all 
supersonic cases) 2 cubio feet per ton of aircraft was allmred 
in the fuselage . 

With 'these assumptions as to the aircraft characteristics 
and with known engine performance, the aircraft load-range 
characteristics can be found. ~he disposable load of the air
craft is 
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(A14) 

The gr oss weight of the aircraft is 

(A15) 

where Df is a drag due to the fuselage and is found by the fol
lowing e~uation: 

where 

qo incompressible dynamic pressure (1/2 P V0
2), Ib/sq ft 

Pf fuel density, Ib / cu ft 

CD I wave -drag coefficient , 
CD F skin-friction drag coefficient, 0.003 , 
The term Wd in e~uation (A16) is the volume of fuel re~uired 

Pf 

(A16) 

and the term Wd + vIe 
700 is the control volume allowed in each case. 
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By combin:.ng OCll'at:i.ons (A15) and (A16) J an oquation involving 
only the engirle 'tT .:light ani the d~. sp ()sa:b::"e loacl can be found from 
which it is f,OS S ·i.b) e to cieterlllino the dispo&able load by trial-and
error solution 

(LID) F - D. - r1 ~ + .~--~, 
{ ~(W W +w\2/3 

w n '1.0 P
f 

70C;' (0 ,4528 CD. l + 8.34 
J 

(A17 ) 

With die-r:,osable l oad knO'Vffi) the gross weight can be calculated and. 
the fue }. rate per ton-mile tben dete:cmined as in the subsonic case . 
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